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TVainw^/br n marathon, volunteering and attending
classes is all in a day's work for one ]MU student.

At Fashion Boss boot camp, no pain means no gain. The
guru offers her make-over expertise to two students.

Men's basketball loses a heartbreaker at home against the
University of Delaware on a last-second shot.
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Forum addresses parking woes
Parking Services answers
students' complaints,
listens to suggestions

Dancing a
way to get
into shape

BY KELLY JASPER
BY TONI DINCAN

news editor

neyvs editor

About 50 students voiced their concerns to officials during
a Student Government Association-sponsored Parking
Forum held Wednesday.
Students and administrators discussed a wide variety
of parking-related issues, including the number of campus
parking spaces, the parking ticket appeals process and
rates for fines and fees. The students whu attended had
question answered by a panel of officials and many also
offend IMS own suggestions to parking problems they've
claimed to have encountered.

While dancing seems to be a
more recreation.!] activity one
does at parties, many say it also
is a way to get in shape
"Dance provides benefits
such as improved flexibility,
strength (and) cardiovascular
stimulation," dance professor
(Catherine Trammell said.
Dancing also is "good for
coordination and balance,"
Trammel! said. 'Attention to
breath and increased awareness of body-mind connecting (ue particularly significant in dance."
According to a dance Web
site at www.learning.gov.ab.ca/
physicalcducaliononline. dancing
improves one's functional
fitness, body image and
well-being.
A person's mood tends to
improve after dancing, the
Web site said.
Sophomore dance major Sara
Cart said, "It's aerobic, physical,
but also mental, in that it makes
you think about what you're
saying with your movement"

AMY MTERSCW/viwx phM^raphti
Towana Moore, assistant vice president for Business Service*, responds to students' questions during the Student Government Assoclatloivsponsored Parking Forum last Wednesday.
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Dance provides benefits
such as improved
' flexibilit}', strenth
[and] cardiovascular
stimulation.
— Kalherine Trammell
dance professor

99
Dancing also can be a a Iff
reliever, according to uiuWiscoverbellydancing.com. While
dancing, "blood flow increases
and lactic acid is flushed away.
Stressed muscles relax as they
are gently exercised, relieving
the clenched muscles often seen
in our sodety."
A dancer's body also
becomes supple and limber, and
many dancers frequently report
mat pain diminishes in the back
and neck areas, according to
uiutv.discowrfwHyiiiiicing.com.
Sophomore dance major
Kimberly Gower said, "I love to
dance because it gives me a
chance to let out any stress or
emotions that I'm going
through; it's my way of express
ing how I feel. Letting out stress
is a great way to feel better."
There are different ways for
one to get involved in dance.
One can take a class, such as
those offered at JMU or from a

The Problem
Most students at the forum expressed concern over the
difficulty of finding a parking space to get to class. With over
17X100 students, faculty and staff at JMU, many students said
the nearly 8,000 parking spaces are inadequate.
A total of 2,708 parking spaces are allocated for nearly
9,000 commuter students, according to the Parking Services
Web site, www.web.jmu.edu/parking. About 500 less, a total of
2J07 spaces, are open to JMU's 5,800 residents.
After a presentation given by members of the forum, the
floor was opened to students, who also voiced concern for a
number of specific problems. Many offered their own solutions.

Student Suggestions
One student asked if Cl Lot. an unpaved parking lot,
would ever be paved. Towana Moore, assistant vice president
for Business Services, responded that JMU doesn't own, but
leases, that lot. and therefore can't pave it.
Moore also responded to questions on the possibility of a new 120-space parking deck. She said no timeline or location has been set.
• Call
"We're just in the beginning stages of talking about
disabled or^Tr^*^^
that," she said.
Sophomore Ammar Shallal raised many questions with
• Check Che purple signs at all
the panelists about the parking situation.
• Never partflhajflre ftrfc
parking lot entrances
"JMU gives out the most tickets per year [out of any
Virginia University)." he said, citing that about 32,000 tickets
ite pai^nst&yteta instead of
• Never assume it's OK to
are given at JMU in contrast to only 16,000 at Old Dominion
" the samelbt each day
University, which enrolls more than 20,000 students.
somewhere, even h* there is
R
At ODU, a student's first ticket serves as a warning and is
V "i ftir.exampkafosf; parking'" I Lot
void. Shallal suggested JMU adopt a similar system.
instead
XL? irfeeafrofC^ Lot'M*2 Lotto
Moore said the suggestion would be considered.
• Use dollar-a-day permits, which •/
/^Weli>ar«r>»steck
Shallal also questioned JMU's need for 32 parking
work like regular passes
enforcers. He said that Radford University only had four.
Moore responded that only five were full-time employees,
, •Refer to the'ftuking Regulations v
_
Ha*»dbook given disWbuted with ,y\ and Radford is a much smaller school.
• Use loading/unloading permits that
Some students questioned the effectiveness of the appeals
allow a driver to park closer to
process for tickets. Of the more than 16XO0 tickets given this
necessary location for a limitedI time "lllmtt
year, 899 appeals have been filed. Of those, 54 were voided.
Another 158 are still in review.
•Try waking
MARC CHOI/»nv»fc> aster

seeMUUSCpageS

Panel clears up parking myths, misconceptions
BY KELLY JAV

news editor

In an attempt to dispel many
of the myths about parking tickets and parking cadets, a Parking
Forum was sponsored by the
Student Government Association
last week.
Junior Jenny Brockwell, SGA vice
president of Administrative Affairs,
and' sophomore Jake Miller, executive treasurer, gave an interactive
true-or-fak* presentation on JMU's
parking situation.

"Students shouldn't fall for many
of the myths circulating about fines
and fees," Brockwell said, "including one that <
Towana Moore, assistant vice
president for Business Services,
added later in the forum that
Parking Services is a "self-supporting' operation
ia always feel like there is •
ton of money silting around the
parking office," the said
.. v from the parking pisses
e more than 16X00 parking

tickets given this school year pay
for the direct and indirect costs of
operating Parking Services. This
includes construction of new parking areas, maintenance of existing
parking areas, enforcement, snow
removal and lighting.
She added that because parking didn't start charging for passes
:s "no pot of
money to rely on."
While students often believe that
nothing is being done to improve
parking, many steps have been
taken, Brockwell said. In the past

five years, 2,109 parking spaces were
added for students and 966 were
added for employees.
Brockwell also was quick to dispel other myths about fines and fees.
She said students should know thai
the rates at JMU are average compared to other Virginia schools.
Faculty and staff also pay parking
fees, she said, which range from $72
to $360 and are based on salaries.
Students often ignore the purple
signs posted at the entrance of each
see MYTHS, page 5

ire HEALTH, page 5

Carnival to kick off Sr. Class Challenge
Event will feature free food, games
BY SARAH MANLEY

staff writer

The
Senior
Class
Challenge will host a kickoff
carnival in the College
Center Grand Ballroom from
6 to 9 p.m. tonight.
The goal of the carnival is
to raise money for JMU
through donations from 100
percent of the class of 2004,
according to Sheila Smith, BtS
assistant director for the
Madison Fund and adviser to
the Senior Class ChaUenge.
Senior Matt Brownlcc,
student director for the
Senior Class Challenge, said
he didn't know of anyone
who didn't enjoy his or her
tune at JMU.

"The
Senior Class
Challenge is a great way
to give back to the university so that the programs
we have enjoyed over the
years will have the funding they need to continue
in the future," he added.
All seniors are welcome
to attend the carnival, which
will feature free food, games,
a moon-bounce, door prizes
including gift certificates to
local stores and restaurants
and, of course, a chance to
donate, according to senior
Katie Hochradel, co-chair of
the carnival.
"The carnival is an
excellent way for seniors to
kick off their last nmesuB
at JMU," Hochradel said.

-66
We hope the carnival
will raise awareness
about the Senior
Class Challenge...
-Katie Hochradtl
senior, co-chair of the carnival.

"We hope the carnival will
raise awareness about the
Senior Class Challenge .mil
get everyone excited about
participating."
Fund raising for the Senior
Class Challenge began over
break with a mailing to the
homes of all seruors.

In 2003, there was 11
percent participation and
almost $17X00 raised. "If
the success we've had from
our mailing campaign over
the holiday break is an indication of things to come,
then this year's senior class
is well on its way to eclipsing the 2003 mark,"
Brownlee said.
In the past, classes have
raised money for a specific
project or gift, such as the
alumni center and a mural.
This year, however, studfiiis can choose exactly
where they want to spend
their money.
"This way they are giving
t*« .* pnigram that is important lo tnim." Smith said.
set CARNIVAL, pageS

Remembering Kevin Eckerman

AMY PATTRS1 >V«-m«.r phtb^rnptirt
Students gather on the steps of Wilson Hall last Friday night
remembering fallow student, senior Kevin Eckerman, who died In
a snowboardlng accident Jan. 13 at Massanutten Ski Resort.
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NEWS

Monday, Feb. 2

Clubs allend conlerence

Student OrRaniMtion Night is in the College Center Grand
BallrtKim from 6 to 9 p.m.

JMU recycling cashes in

OPINION

The Senior C Us* Ch-illenge is having its fin* ever carnival in the
College Center Grand Ballmom dunng Sru.l.-ni < >r>;.ini/.ihon
Night from 6 to 9 p.m Admission, fund and drinks are free. For
information visit aii-nmu.edu/ienioTchtillenge.

House editorial
House cartoon
Darts & pats
Campus spotlight

Up 'til Dawn is having a restaurant night fund raiser .it
CrCi's Pizza from 5 to 8 p.m. A portion of the proceeds will
be dunated to St. Jude Children's Research Hospital. Fur
information contact Frin at uvlke2ej.

Breeze reader's view

LEISURE
Crossword
Horoscopes

Then- will be a Psychology Peer Advising Symposium in
Dqrlof Hall, mom .KI6, at 730 p.m. Topics include resume writing, cover letters and marketing personal psychology skills.
For information contact the Peer Advising Office at xft-6214

FOCUS
Ms. Jack of all trades

STYLE
Fashion Boss make overs
Theatre preview.
■Waiting lor Godot-

11

College cooking 101

soups

WXJM, JMU's student radio station, is having an informational meeting with free pizza in Taylor Hall, room 402, at
9:30 p.m. For information contact WXJM at x8-3425.

11

Sex in the suburbs

12

Cns Mazza book
reading session

12

SPORTS
Men's basketball loses
to University ol Delaware

13

Women's basketball loses
to VCU, 76-67

13

Basketball veterans step up

13

VABio/ISPE is having its weekly meeting in the ISAT NTelos
room 259 at 5 p.m. Michael Beatrice, vice president of corporate regulatory and quality science for Abbott Laboratories, will
be speaking. There also will be free pizza. For information
contact Garrick Myers at myrrsgp.
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High 39 Low 29
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Thursday

Wintry Mix

Wintry Mix

36/24

32/32

Wednesday

Friday

Mostly Sunny

Few Showers

44120

44/25

False Pretense
An unknown student attempted
to use a JAC card Jan. 28 at
8:40 p.m. in PC Dukes that previously was reported lost. The
card has been recovered.

Up 'til Dawn is raising funds for St. )ude Children's Research
Hospital at RT's Chicken & Grille from 2 to 8 p.m. A portion
of the proceeds will be donated to help children battlme,
catastrophic diseases. For information contact Erin at walkr2ei

Property Damage
A small hole in a window on the
sixth floor ol Eagle Hall was
noticed and reported Jan. 24.
A JMU student reported that an
unknown suspect broke into Ihe
driver's side window of a car in

ventdesa

FUN FACT of the

Ahhhh,- said the
crowd.

T Lot and removed a vehicle
roadside kit Jan. 29 between 9
and 11:48 p.m.

Day

A male
emperor moth
can detect and find
a female
of his species
a mile away.

Petty Larceny
An unknown sub|ect removed
several wooden boards from
Latimer-Schaeffer Theatre
between Jan. 27 al 8 p.m. and
Jan. 28 at 8 a.m.
Number of drunk in public
charges since Aug. 25: 52
Number of parking tickets
issued between Aug 25 and
Jan. 29: 17,310

- - 3aKaflfeP*
CONTACT INFORMATION

MARKET WATCH
»«<y<*»«onFnda,.jan 30 2004

■Bf.fgyj1 Pu^W"? Monday and ThurMay mommas and dismbuted
noughout Jamas MarJaon University and the local Hamsonourg community.
Comments ana complaints should be addrataad to Drew Wlaon editor
MaMng address
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K

Voorhees. N.J.. and liandon G.
Hollins. 18, of Mechanicsville.
were arrested and charged with
possession of marijuana in H
Lot Jan 27 at 9:31 and 10:36
p.m., respectively

The Honors Program is having a Brown-Bag lecture Series
from 12:20 to 1:10 p.m. in the Hillcrest Reception Room at the
Hillcrest House. Admission is free. For information call x8-695.1

the crowd during halftime of a Women »
baeketbatl game In
the Convocation
Center Thursday
night. -Ohhhh,

fcr^-^"

Possession of Marijuana
Michael T. Michigami, 16, of

Wednesday, Feb. 4

Per forming quick
changM of clothing,
two magicians dazzle

Partly Cloudy

In olher matters, campus police
report Ihe lollowing:

Amnesty International, a human rights organization, is
having its weekly meeting in Taylor Hall, room 400, at 7 p m.
For information visit orgs.jmu.edu/amnett\//inaex.hlml.

AMV PATERSON/
tutor photographer

Today

Several unknown males stole a
case ol Combos off a vending
truck while it was parked outside Zane Showker Hall Jan 30
at 4 46 a.m. The subjects lied
Ihe scene.

The annual Take Back the Night Benefit Concert will be in
Grafton-Stovall Theatre at 7 p.m Performing this year will
be The Madison Project, Overtones, Low Key, Note-onetv
Breakdancing Club, Graham Cochrane, Brian King, Adelyn
and more Admission is $5 and FLEX is accepted.

PI.

WEATHER

pellet log reporter

A variety show sponsored by Alternative Spring Break and
Center for Multicultural/International Student Sen Ion will
be in Grafton-Stovall Theatre from 8 to 10 p.m. For inform.v
lion contact l.iwson at ncketcl

The Beetle

Gl Amnony-Seeoer Hall
MSC6805
James Madison University
HarHeoribufo. Virginia 2M07
Phone: (540) 5SW127 Fax: (5401 S6M736
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RecepdonW
Ranee MoChesney

Susan Shrfftef

Publication Coordinator
Tom MahNng

MISSION
Trm Br—zt. th«
*tud»nt-run newspaptr
of James Madison
University, serves student and faculty readership by reporting
news involving the
campus and local
community The
Bmn strives to be
impart* and fair i n its
reporting and firmly
bettws in its First
Amendment rights

ADVERTISING STAFF
Ads Manager
Lauren Kinataki
Assistant Ads
Manager
MatiLaatner

CLASSIFIEDS
■ How to place a classified Come to

Claaalfladi
Manager
B'wia Ml -

The Breeze office weekdays between 8
am and5pm
■ Cost $3 00 lor the first 10 words. $2

Ad Designers:
Beverly Kitchens
Laa Marietta
lejn MejeojB,

Ad Executives
Knsten Egan
Steve Ooherty
Ryan Pagan
Elizabeth Hamnar
Jonathan Rojas

James Matarese
Jeae Woodward

fa each additional 10 words; boxed
classified, $10 per column inch.
■ Deadlines: noon Friday tor Monday
issue, noon Tuesday for Thursday issue
■ Classifieds must be paid m advance
in The Breeze office

RT Computer Systems

i

Yo*f ac( h«r«

o Low Price - Quality Brands
o Expert Advice
o Expert Upgrades & Repairs
Desktops • Notebooks • Printers • Monitors • Scanners • Parts

540-442-7335
Hours: Mon-Sat. 9am to 7pm

In Kroger Shopping Center
Beside Plan 9 Music

Brent pMijVng

Get Ready for Spring Break!
CALL

Candle's Spa

433-3322

THE LOOK
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ProWo™!
HAiaSTYUNC -TANNING • NAILS • DAY SPA * MASSAGE
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10 Tanning Viiiti for
Shampoo 4 Haircut

$12.00

$30 and get 6

Permi $30

more FREE
Facial Waxinf

10% OFF

$6.00

Highlight. $35.00

Retail Product!

433-3352
Toll Free: 888-395-3082

600 University Blvd.
Harrisonburg

Next to COSTCO)

www.theartistlcflohst.com
Clank: d«lgn with an ARTISTIC (lair by JMU alumna Carla VanPelt

Tuesday Night at

Come get your CD T F
order of * MUUij

f

WINTER CLEANING SALES for FEBRUARY
' USED CD SALE > BOY 3, GET 4th CD FREE
(thousands of used eds > guaranteed perfect working condition
1
Large Import Posters 20% OFF!
' Most new CDs in stock at new lower prices.
ooooooooooooooooooooooooooo

Thumbs
n
Toes
9 p.m. to midnight
Party with the Digital DJ
call 801.0221 for more Information

MONDAY, FEB.

Recycling Rubbish
JMU recycling cuts the cost of
dumping over 3,000 tons of waste
each year.

setAI SUM

NEWS

Are vou ready for some football?

Baseball club to hold
informational meeting
Those interested in trying out for JMU's baseball
club should attend an
informational meeting. It
will be held Feb. 4 at the
University
Recreation
Center in the instructional
room from 8 to 9 p.m.
Representatives
from
the baseball club team will
also
be
at
Student
Organization Night todav
from 6 to 9 p.m.
The baseball club will be
having tryouts Feb. 7 and 8 at
Grottoes Field. For more information visit the club's Vvfeb site

Contemporary Music
Festival boats composers
I Ml will hold its 24th
annual Contemporary Music
Festival Feb. 8 toll.
It will feature music by
guest composers F.ugene
O'Brien. Teresa LeVelle and
Michael Johnson. JMU aimposers will perform as well.
Admission is $2.
The festival kicks off
Sunday at 2 p.m. in Wilson
Hall Auditorium with preconcert conversation. The
concert begins at .1 p.m.
The festival ends Feb. 11
at 8 p.m. in Wilson Hall
Auditorium
with saxophone, piano, violin and
cello performances.

»/«.
Mediation and conflict
workshop begins soon
HARRISONBURG
—
The Community Mediation
Center is sponsoring a workshop on Mediation and
Conflict
Resolution
in
Harnsionburg.
It will be held Feb. 11 from
1 to 5 p.m. and it is certified by
the Supreme Court of
Virginia It also will be held
Feb. 12 and 13 from 8:30 a.m.
to 5:30 p.m.
Participants will have the
opportunity to learn negotiation skills and the mediation
process. The workshop is
$295. For more information
contact the CMC at 434-0059
or 1-800-653-0019.

FJ J .FN AHKARN/iTtfi/nfarriiff phKvuruplir/
Students socialize during a Super Bowl XXXVIII Pregame Show Theme
Dinner held Saturday night In the College Center Grand Ballroom.
Producing the dinner was the senior project for a group of hospitality
and tourism .management majors. About 200 people attended the
three-hour event.

■?».:.:»
COLORADO SPRINGS,
Colo. (The Gazette* — A record
number of women hive
applied to attend the Air
Force Academy despite i yen
of turmoil triggered by the sex
assaull scandal.
With Saturday's application deadline approaching,
the academy received 2,962
applications fmm women as
of Vtfcdnesdav.
That's 34 percent more
than the 2.212 received four
days before' the deadline ,i
year ago.
lfs the highest number to
apply since the academy began
accepting women in 1976.
The total number of
applications, 11,838 as of
Wednesday, is 14 percent
higher than the 10.180
received last year at this
time. Applications last
exceeded 12,000 in 1990.

senior
see ilory

IMIOW

Freshmen value money
over philosophy, identity
College students are more interested in making money than ever before
and less interested in developing a
personal take on life, according to I
national survey of incoming freshmen's attitudes and priorities.
College freshmen who desire to be
well-off financially reached a 13-yearhigh at 73.8 percent, the American
Freshman Survey reports.
The study, which was released
by the University of California at
Los Angeles, has been conducted
for 38 years and is the longest-running survey of its kind.
This year's study surveyed 267,449
students at 413 colleges and universities and statistical!) was adjusted to
reflect the 1.2 million full-time freshmen entering all four year CODHH
and universities in 2003.
Tne rising trend to be financially
sound is attributed to several major
changes, including a steady rise in stu-

dents' desire to raise a family. Tne survey snowed that a record 74.8 percent of
freshmen have a desire to raise a family.
"I think thai is the most important thing when looking at the student's interest in making money,"
said Karen Gallagher, dean of the
RoHkr School of Education.
"If you're going to raise a family,
then it is pretty essential to have some
kind of financial stability," she said.
Students also have to deal with the
rising cost of education, as many are
staying in school longer and taking
out more loans to pay for the high
prices of higher learning.
"In California public schools
alone, there is a 40 percent increase
in tuition, and that's a big increase,"
Gallagher said.
Students who see this rise in
tuition, as well as a rise in student
debt, are put in a position where they
have to think about becoming fin.in.i.illv successful, Gallagher N.IK1.
sec FRESHMEN, pap 4

Recycling: Cashing in on trash
Sale of new products earns around $10,000 to $50,000
BY DRBW LKPP

contributing writer
While students seldom may consider the benefits of recycling vs. trashing
a plastic water bottle, disposing recycl.ibles properly not only benefits the
environment, but also cuts down costs,
according to workers at JMU recycling.
"The main benefit is the cut in
cost |for dumping the trash)," said
Anthony Mancuso, operations
manager of recycling.
According to Mancuso, JMU has a
waste sin-.im nf appmximately 3,000
tons per year. This includes all trash
coming out of dorms and academic
buildings, to food scraps from D-hall
and grass clippings and bniken tree
limbs With a disposal cost of $50 a ton,
1I11- .ulds up to $150,000 each sett.
Averaging a 35 percent recycling
rate, which is "pretty good," according to Mancusco, the recycling pro
gram collects everything from various types of paper, glass, plastic, tin,
steel and cardboard.
Once accumulated, these objects are
moved to a dump yard in the City of
Harrisonburg. Workers fmm the county jail separate all commingled objects.
Eventually, everything ends up at
reprocessors who transform the discarded material into something new.
JMU makes around $10,000 to
$50,000 from the sale of new prodUCtg. However, the pmgram's goal l>
not to make money.
"We Mir mow money than we
make." Mancuso said.
JMU recycling previously ran pmgrams to reach out to students, but
these eventually fiz/led out due to lack
of involvement

"Students do a good job at recycling already," Mancuso said. The
goal right now is to encourage participation among faculty and staff
by placing small cardboard recycling bins in offices with notes
explaining its purpose inside.
In the spring, JMU recycling is
planning an event called "Trash
on the commons." In th
one-day event, trash from
various
on-campus
buildings will be hauled
to the commons, where
volunteers then will
sort thnmgh the mess.
Twelve to 14 student employees assist
with the recycling
process.
"Student employres .iiv the success of
the recycling program," said Tony
Smith, director of
housekeeping and
recycling.
"They
are the ones that get
it going."
Mancuso,
a
2000 JMU graduate, was a student
employee before
he began working
full time. JMU
recycling
helps
schedule around
the
student's
needs and the
actual
tasks

"We pick up trash throughout the
day. and get to ride in big pickup
trucks," he said. "It's awesome."
According to Mancusso, long-term
goals for the recycling program include
purchasing a pricey composting unit
that will morpri

food waste into top soil to be used by
landscapers. This will save money in
food disposal costs, as well as in the
purchase of new top soil.
for mon1 information on JMU recycling, contact Mancuso at mancusap or
call X&-3444.

Involved vary.
Sophomore
John
Everett, a student employee, said he liked his job.

Ph.*) Illuuralion hy I.AIIKA IJKAN/^iuorurtn/

Club attends national conference on organized resistance
BY SHAI S MADSEN

Air Force sett women's
application record

BRIAN BERNHARDT

Daily Trojan

Steppers, musicians,
dancers preform today
JMU's Alternative Spring
Break and the Center for
Multicultural/International
Student Services are holding a
variety show today from 8 to 10
p.m. at Grafton-Stovall Theatre.
There will be performances by Delta Sigma Theata
Sorority Inc. and Alpha
Kappa Alpha Sorority Inc.
There will be music by
Ross Copperman and dancing fmm Mosaic. Both Low
Key and the encore perform
ance of Exit247BFIatProject
will sing a capella.
For more information contact Lawson Ricketts at ricketd.

'We're not just a group of protestors who point
out society's problems."

BY AARON BURGIN

hhtp/fargs.imuedu/dut'tw'eball

2. 20041 THE BREEZE 13

contributing writer
Meeting with other student
.u hvist groups from across the county. Progress, a student activist group
at JMU, participated in the National
Conference on Organized Resistance
at
American
University
in

Washington, DC, Jan. 24-25.
Progress began last year with the
purpose of protesting the war in Iraq,
explained senior Brian Bernhardt, a
group member.
"V\fe organized around the war in Iraq
and grew from there." he said. "After the
war ended, we kept expanding."
The two-day conference focused on

ftavoanse .y KATII-: CI.ARK
of Progress gather for a conference on organized resistance last week.

helping organizations make a difference
in their communities.
Those who went to the conference
said they returned motivated to make a
difference in the community.
Sophomore Megan Joyce, who also
attended the conference said, "It was a
positive experience to be around peoEle who had the same purpose of
elping the community and be able to
give each other ideas."
The conference focused on a range
of workshops including local, national
and international issues. Some workshops included, "Nonviolence: Theory
& Practice," "Building Collective
Leadership: empowerment as the
be.irt of our organizations" and
"Anarchist precUo*, rattonal democracy *W community."
Speakers in the conference generated
a rainbow of ideas, according to Some
members of Progress. Speakers included college professors. ex-Black Panthers,
Palestinian and Jewish peace gmups
and other social activists.
Sophomore Bridget Cofo said she
particularly enjoyed a workshop entitled, "How to be a Peacemaker before
it's too late," which was presented by
activist Coleman McCarthy. The
workshop focused on how to achieve
a more harmonious society by leaching nonviolence in school as perl oi

the curriculum, she said. It also
emphasized how conflict resolution
in small terms reflects how we
resolve conflicts in larger terms.
According to Bernhardt, the purpose of Progress is to make a positive difference in the community.
"We're not just a group of prolestors who point out society's problems," he said. "We are dedicated to
coming up with a solution. We arc a
group of action
One aspect of Progress that's different from a traditional organization is that it doesn't have a hierarchy of leadership.
"By nature, we want to have leaders, whether it be in classes, sports,
clubs or any organization," sophomore Brook Thompson said. "We
want to empower everyone so that
everyone can learn."
He added that when everyone
shares responsibility, "the organization won't crumple by the loss or
corruption of a leader."
Progress has a few community
projects in its sights One ot its projects is a movement to help downtown small businesses compete
against larger corporations, according to sophomore Andrianno
■*■< GKOl'P I'liyr-I
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Suicide bombing kills at least 10
BY MICHAEL MATZA

Knight Ridder Tribune
A powerful blast Thursday
blew a Jerusalem bus to pieces,
killing 10 Israelis and the
Palestinian bomber and showering a placid, palm-dotted residential neighborhood with shattered glass, twisted metal and
human remains.
The explosion was less than
a block from Israeli Prime
Minister Ariel Sharon's official
nsidena'. It was the *vond suicide bombing close to the residence in two years.
The bombing occurred in the
morning, just as a landmark
prisoner exchange was underway between Israel and the
Lebanese Shiite Muslim gniup
Hezbollah. Despite the bloodshed, the swap went ahead as
planned. It involved freedom
for 436 mostly Palestinian prisoners, the return of an Israeli
businessman and the bodies ol

GROUP:
Progress
discussed
GROUP, from page 3
Konstas. They are planning .1 mini
downtown exhibit in Transitions
where kxral businesses will be
able to come, sell and ddu-ili-*
their products to students.
It also is trying to establish
a bike library on campus
where bikes are donated to the
community and are available
for anyone to ride anvwhere
they want, explained junior
[ared Bowie.
Bemhardt said, "We're a
multi-issue progressive group
focused on increasing dialogue
and action around the JMU
campus and in the community."
This group also is sponsoring
.1 \ isting scholar lecture
Progress
meets
every
Wednesday at 6 p.m. on the
fourth floor of Warren Hall.
"The meetings are open to
all that have new ideas to
improve society," Konstas said.

three dead Israeli soldiers, and
repatriation of the remains of 59
Lebanese fighters.
Witnesses of the bombing
said the roof of the bus shot
skyward and landed atop a
two-story building. Torn bodies were hurled from the vehicle. A severed arm landed in
front of a flower shop more
than 70 yards away.
The al Aqsa
Martyrs'
Brigade,
an
offshoot
of
Palestinian
leader
Yasser
Arafat's Fatah faction, took
responsibility for the bombing.
The group said in a statement
that the bombing was carried
out by Ali Jaara, 24, a Palestinian
policeman from Bethlehem, to
avenge the deaths of eight
Palestinians, including five
members of the militant group
Islamic )ihad. who were killed
Wednesday in an Israeli army
raid on trie Gaza Strip. Police
believe the bomber hid 15
pounds of explosives and

shrapnel in a bag.
Palestinian Authority officials condemned the attack.
Secretary of State Colin Powell
did likewise, but took a swipe at
the Palestinian leadership.
"The longer time goes by
without progress ... the more
difficult it will be to achieve the
goals laid out in the |L'.S.-led|
road map" to peace, Powell told
reporters in Washington. "It's
time to end the terror, and the
Palestinian leadership has to
realize this and face it."
Before Thursday's bombing, 152 Israelis had been
killed and 1,152 had been
wounded in suicide attacks in
Jerusalem — Israel's hardest
hit city — since the uprising
began in September 2000
Kleiman said. More than WO
Israelis and more than 3,200
Palestinians have been killed
in
fighting
and
attacks
throughout Israel, the West
Bank and Gaza Strip.

FRESHMEN: Money

viewed as main goal
FRESHMEN, from page 3
Materialism also plays a
role in this change in attitude.
"When you rum on the (television!, what are the messages
these
kids
are
getting?"
Gallagher asked.
I in.i.i Sax, professor of eduCtftal at UCLA and the director oi the survey, agrees.
"It is true that society has
a preoccupation and a fascination with people with
money,'" Sax said.
The desire to acquire money
was compared with the fact
that students' desire to "develop a meaningful philosophy of
life'" hit its lowest point, as only
39.3 percent of freshmen see
this as a priority.
However, the increase in
a desire to make money is
not necessarily the reason
for the decline.
They point to the very fastpaced nature of student life as
one of the primary culprits.
"Life is just so fast, I don't
think we give students a

chance to breathe," Sax said.
"They just don't have the
time to reflect."
Some students said they
already had a philosophy on
life coming into school.
I think that it's already
there," said Samantha Turchin, a
rreshman majoring in English at
UCLA. "I think that my philosophy on life was developed at an
early age, so there isn't a need to
really search for another."
In addition, experts said the
competitive nature of getting
into a university, demonstrated
by all-time highs of 46.6 percent
of students earning "A" ,twr
ages and 83.1 percent engaging
in volunteer work, gives students less time to develop a
"meaningful phikeophy"
As students go through
school, however, their viewpoints and priorities change,
becoming less interested in
money and more concerned
with other issues.
Upperclassmen who saw the
freshmen survey agreed that

Monday, February 2
from 6 - 9 p.m.
in the College Center Grand Ballroom

FREE: St.

admission

ENTERTAINMENT!

free games,
bouncy boxing,
and free food including: free hot dogs,
lemonade, cotton candy, and popcorn

PRIZE GIVEAWAYS!
prizes include:
gift certificates from: Joshua
>.a Wilton House,
ia. SSmokin' Pig,
ia. Wal-Mart
Jdoba,
Wal-Mart,n Enterpr
Enterprise,
and Kroger
2 diploma frames from Alumni Relations

NATI SHOtlAT/Am»»/ Hiddrr Tribune

An Ismail border police officer overlooki the lite of the suicide bombing in Jerusalem
Thursday. This bombing resulted In more than 10 deaths after a man blew up a bus.

NEWS WRITERS
MEETING
WHEN: Today
WHERE: In the basement of
Anthony-Seeger Hall
TIME:
5:30 p.m.
:!:

Will discuss story assignments,
promotions and editorial positions.
For information contact Kelly. Toni or
Lauren at breezenews@hotmail.com.

When it snows or freezes and
you want to know if JMU is open,
closed or opening late...

ife

V Listen to 1610 AM
^$ on your radio $
)mc

'OR*

T\ine in any area radio or TV station
(most stations will make announcements
ONLY when JMU is dosed)
•0R»
Check out www.jmu.edu
• 0R«
Call 433-5300

iiMOtt
"IIALLENGI
You MADE HISTORY
Now LEAVE YOUR LEGACY
for more information:
www.jmu.edu/seniorchallenge
or email: scc@jmu.edu *

Please do not tie up the university's telephone lines
by calling campus police or the campus operator

News
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PARKING: Forum answers students' questions
PARKING, from page 1
Moore said Ihe parking
appeals panel is a board
appointed by JMU President
linwood Rose.
"Once you put your ticket
under appeal, it's out of the
hands of the parking office,"
she said.
Otjier students recommended that Parking
Services open up R9 Lot to
more students. The student
asked why the chained off
areas were not open to commuters or residents with the
proper passes over the weekend. The restricted areas of
the lot can be accessed off

Paterson Street, according to
members of the panel.
A suggestion to run a shuttle from academic buildings to
some of the farther-reaching
parking lots also was introduced, as well as capping the
number of parking permits
issued per year.
Moore said, to her knowledge, no university has ever
placed a cap on the amount
permits it sells.
Suggestions on behalf of the
Madison Motorcycle Club
included restoring motorcycle
spaces to save space for cars
and moving these spots to the
front of lots to deter theft.

Moore responded that
Parking Services would consider many of these requests.
"We'll certainly explore our
options," she said.

The turnout
Junior Jenny Brockwell,
SGA
vice
president
of
Administrative Affairs, said she
thought ideas like a first warning ticket were a good idea, and
added that she thought Parking
Services would "definitely follow through" on many of the
suggestions.
Brockwell expressed concerns with the turnout.
"I wish more students could

have come," she said. "But, I'm
very happy with the comments
and difference of opinion."
Shallal said he had similar
concerns with the poor turnout.
"It's really a testament to
our generation to just complain
and not go for change," he said.
"It's just sad."
While Shallal said he was
glad he had an opportunity to
publicly address his parking
concerns, he felt the administration would take no action
on the suggestions.
"They're just doing tins to
appease us," he said. "There
will be no end result that will
be beneficial to the students."

MYTHS: Incentives,
money not given to
any parking cadets

CARNIVAL:
2004 Senior Class
Challenge kicks off

MYTHS, from page 1
lot conveying parking restrictions for that area, MOCkwdl
said, adding that Hie myth that
parking restrictions aren't in
effect over brr.iks or during
exam week is not true
"Because faculty and staff are
sometimes still working, these
(the parking restrictions} Mill
apply," she said.
Students also commonlv
believe many misconceptions
about parking cadets. No monetary incentives or parking
privileges are given to cadets,
Moore said, adding there is no
quota of tickets necessary tor
cadets to meet. Brockwell said
it was important to understand that cadets still are students and must abide by the
same laws as everyone else.

CARNIVAL, from page 1
Students can specify
where at JMU they want
their money to go, including departments, fraternities and scholarships.
Otherwise, donations will
go to the Madison Fund,
which sends the money to
the area with the greatest
need, according to Brownlee.
Throughout this semester,
the
Senior
Class
Challenge will have tables
set up in various academic
buildings, on the commons
and possibly in UREC to
make donating convenient
for the seniors.
Donations also can be
brought to the Senior Class
Challenge office on the
lower level of the Leeolou

Bill Yates, manager of Field
Operations, said it's important
for students to put themselves in
the shoes of parking cadets.
I want to dispel the myth
that parking attendants are traitors to their peers," he said.
"They get no particular satisfaction from giving tickets."
Senior Spencer Matron, a
parking cadet, spoke at the
forum. "When we're standing
out there when it's really, really
cold, please remember that we're
just people," he said. "1 don't get
any special privileges 1 have to
pay parking rickets, too."
Marron said he works as a
E,irking attendant because the
ours are flexible and he likes
to be outside.
"I'm not a Nazi," he said.
"I'm |ust a kid with a job."

Alumni Center. Students
may use check, credit
cards, FLEX or cash for
their donation.
Students can learn more
about the Senior Class
Challenge at tonight's carnival while enjoying the
games, food and prizes,
according to senior Melissa
Diffley, co-chair of public
relations for the Senior
Class Challenge.
Brownlee said he was
expecting a great turnout.
"Katie Hochradel and
(senior) Katie Coleman (cochairs of the event) have
amazed me with their dedication in planning this
event, and I believe it will
be something that all seniors should enjoy," he said.

\MY PAIIRSI Kl-murphintnrlirr
Members of the panel listen to students' suggestions during the
Parking Forum last week. Only about SO students attended.

HEALTH: Dancing
provides exercise
HEALTH, from page i
local studio to leam dittm-nt
stylos of dancing.
Belly dancing is becoming
a mom popular class at many
locations, and an average
dancer can burn about 300
calodli a hour, according to
iwntKdfcctJverMtydatfaitg. ami.
"A formal class will give
you the most access to feedback from an exrx'rk'iHt'd
guide." Trammell said. "|lt|
helps with injury prevention
to have an experienced guide
ktvpintf a close eye on the
way in which you are
appnwehing the movement."
A class is also great in that

it helps keep one motivated
blCBUM tine can get support
from a teacher and other students, Trammell said.
Another way to start dancing is to follow a routine. If a
person does not want to dance
in public, vidcotlpCi tli.it
teach diffen-nt ,isi>Yts of dancing can be bought, BCCORUM
to ihf dfftoe Web site.
However, it does not take formal training to start dancing.
"[If] you just want a good
workout to get blood flowing
and feel happier, dancing on
your own or with friends wilh
your favorite musu is great,"
Trammell said.

Don't lie to yourself.
You have what it takes!
Write for The Breeze.

Come visit The Breeze table at
Student Organization Night
«>

Learn more about working for one of the best student-run newspapers in the country!

Now Hiring
Ads Manager
application due Feb. ('

Ad Executive
application due Feb. 7.3

BE A CONFERENCE ASSISTANT!!

Ad Designers
application due Feb. 13

HOW...
s Possess Excellent Customer Service
V Be a Team Player
'

Exhibit Multi-Task and Time Management
Skills
* Work in a Fast Paced, Office Environment
/ Be Able to Work Nights, Weekends, and

Overnight Shifts

•

Classified Ads
}
Manager
application due Feb. 13

Available to Work May 10 - Aug. 15,2004

Questions? Contact Lumen Kinelskiat568.6127
Applications are available In the
F.venta and Conferences Office.
Taylor 233. Must be returned b y

To learn more about thia opportunity sign up far an
Info Sesalon on February 4 or 8, by emailing: |

HEWBREEZE

I ;i Anthony Seeger Hall, MSC 6805, James Madison Unn aaeh
llarnsonbure, VA 22807
p: (540) 5*8-8084, t (540) 568*736. e: kinrlsm>l|nii i\lu
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Yet, just because a problem doesn't make
it to FOX News does not mean it isn't
important enough to acknowledge and
act toward change.
>M house editorial, below

... their implications are, however,
insulting to both the American people and the American government.

OPINION
HOUSE

ALEXSKNEY

frtshmaii
ate column, below

EDITORIAL

Poor student attendance cause for Parking Forum flop
At a place considered the No. 6
activist school in the world by Motiier
/oiifs magazine, it seems that JMU students are quite picky about their battles.
Despite all the darts, letters and complaints about Parking Sen-ices over the
past years, less than 50 students wen? in
attendance for the Student Government
Association-sponsored Parking Forum
last Wednesday. Finally, Parking
Services allowed a speakout for questions and suggestions, and less than
half of 1 percent of the "activist" student
body showed up — some of which
were SGA senators and reporters
required to attend.
What happened to the image of
"fight for what you want" that
became so strong with the emergency contraceptive pill issue?
Surely, those signing the petitions
and marching to Mark Obenshain's
office were not personally affected
on a daily basis by the discontinuance of ECPs at the University
Health Center. Why, then, would an
issue like parking get thrown into
the background when there is an
opportunity for change?
The SGA came prepared with a
panel of parking officials and
administrators to alleviate student questions about everything
from why the gravel Cl lot is not
paved to why another parking
deck is not built yet. The forum
members dispelled myths about
parking cadets and where all the
parking ticket money goes.

Students then gave their own
suggestions — to give warnings on
first offenses, place a cap on permits, or run a shuttle to campus
from distant parking lots — all on
which the panelists spoke their
thoughts or took into consideration.
Whether it was that students had too
much homework on a week night, or
they decided it was time to start cheering on JMU sports teams and headed to
the basketball game, it is inexcusable for
the lackluster turnout at the Parking
Forum. SGA advertised the event on its
Web site and through fliers. It lived up
to its motto of "Your SGA" by picking a
problem that most students are forced
to tackle on a day-to-day basis.
Maybe student* were burnt out
from their "War on Iraq" protests or
their cars still wete snowtd in.
Students obviously hid something
more important on their agendas
Wednesday night than the overdone
battle against Parking Services.
JMU is well-known and respected for its activism, and rightly so
after receiving national recognition
on the ECP issue. Yet, just because a
problem doesn't make it to FOX
News does not mean it isn't important enough to acknowledge and
act toward change. SGA and
Parking Services opened a door to
students, and were left with a nearly empty PC Ballroom
In terms of parking, it's time for
students to stop talking the talk and
start walking the walk.
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Congressman offered
lucrative company job

E-mail darii and pat* to brwedpb" hotmail.com
l\ni\ A Pals are submitted antmymoush and printed on a spacemaiUtbte basil. Submissums tire based upon ime person s opinion of a
given situation, person or even: and do not necessarily reflect the truth.

AlexSirney

drug manufacturers.

Representative W.J (Billy)
Tauzinof Louisi.m.i was instrumental in negotiating the recent
Medicare reform bill with law-

Pat...

Dart...

A "you-make-JMU-a-tncndlier-placc" pat to
the guy and girl in a white van who drove me
back to campus from SunChase.
From a hitchhiking freshman who was
scooped off the road at 2:30 a.m. and delivered
safely to the Village.

Pat...

A "what-the-heck-did-you-eat-for-lunch"
dart to the flustered young man who felt the
need to cut both in line and the cheese in the
I Mull drink line.
From a still-recovering sophomore who hasn't
quite gotten tier appetite back yet.

Pat...

Dart...
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A '1x)ld-your-horse»-PrTTA-girl'' dart hi
the dog lover who thinks our Frisbee dog
doesn't like the cold.
From a player who knows thai if you stop to
watch those fine Frabee boys, you'd set we let the
dog play, too — she needed a sub
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Act was to provide easier access
to prescription drugs lor seniors,

attempt to purchase a congressman. It is not after his vote —

and President George W. Bush

rather, it wants him to bring his

duly signed it into law.

experience and influence to its

The bill offers a lower cost
for prescription drug insur
ance for senior citizens while
companies. The bill has been
criticized by some for giving
too much money to the pharmaceutical companies without
providing any way to control
rising drug prices
Tauzin helped guide the
formation ot this bill by frequently speaking not only to
lawmakers, but to representaNow, a month and a half
later, lau/in has been ottered
the position of leading the
Pharmaceutical Research and
Manufacturers of America —
the pharmaceutical industry's
largest

advocacy

group

—

organization. If Tauzin wen to
accept, he would be discarding
the responsibility and trust his
constituents placed in him by
voting him into office — a trust
that is supposed to be held
sacred by elected officials.
For 13 consecutive terms,
Tauzin has been elected to represent the people ol 1 oiusiana.
If he took the |ob, it would
send the irresponsible message
that it is acceptable for elected
officials to serve themselves
rather than the people who
elected them, and trade the
trust ot the voters
in. uase in salary.

for

an

While the offer came alter
the Meduare bill MM passed,
it 1- not difficult to conclude
that the two are related. Not

with a salary of $1 million a
year. He is considering the

only

offer now. and a rcpresentatn e

lau/in has been asked to rep-

said it could take weeks toi

resent, hut Tauzin and other

him to reach a decision.
I'hRMA is not the only

lawmakers met with representatives ot I'hRMA during the

interest group that has courted

creation of the bill.

Tauzin the chairman ot the
House I nergv ami C ommer. e

1 ittcr MM not on the table during

Committee The Ikur editorial reflect* the opinum of the editorial
hoard *■ a whole, and u m* neceturiiy the ifinmn tt any
individual Mart memher trf The Hrceje

otters

American government.
PhRMA's offer is a direct

tives from the drug companies.

(eaaica Taylor
Mart Choi

The intention of the MadJi m

these

Prescription Drug Modernization

providing subsidies to drug

A "you're-doing-a-great-job" pat to a
housekeeper who has been brightening
everyone's day as sexm as they walk into his
building. It seems like he never takes a day
off or fails to say, "You have a good day
now" to all he meets.
From a resident who is glad to count you
as a friend.

A "thanks-for-making-sure-l-was-OK" pat
to the girl who pulled over on the side of the
road after I had an accident getting onto the
exit ramp in the slippery snow.
From a frantic sophomore who finally got out of
the jam with your support.

Copy editor

in bringing it through Congress
in early December.

A "play-nice-with-your-fellow-runners"
dart ti i a women's club sports team for having
a relay race and bludgeoning fellow UREC
patrons in the already crowded conditions.
From afeUow dub </*trfs player wka thinks rri<
(«'.mi's running uvrkout was much less violent
and much more polite.

Dart...

EM I
Managing editor
Ad* manager
News editor
New* editor
A$$t news editor
()ptni0n editor
tt0$M I
Ami style editor
Focus editor
Jitor
Ass/. *p<»:

makers and other interest* and

Neither

their acceptance are illegal —
both are entirely within the

responsible

the committee
lor

the

media,

is

the bill

considered

favorable to the industry that

While both sides claim

the

the negotiations, it followed
I loath/ on the heels ol the bill's

entertainment and telecommunications industries He recent-

passage — a men' month and a

ly turned down an offer to
Hollywood movie industry

in.lustry appears to be rewarding Tauzin for hts advocacy in
the lorm.itionot the hill.

Tauzin would not be the firsl
politician to leave office to take I

The situation would be much
ttifiarant it lau/in were to stay

k* in

the private sector —

Me to his responsibilities as a

resigning if he accepted the offer.
The author of the same Medicare
bill.
Representative
Tomas

repn-sentative and stay in office

become the top lobbyist for the

hall later

The pharmaceutical

until the end of his term. After he
lea\ es office, he no longer would

Scully, resigned his position in

be turning ins back on his con-

the Department of Health and

stituents In a, opting a position

Human services to take .1 |oti
with a law firm that represents

set TAVUN. page 7
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"Three pairs of
underwear with frogs
on tliem."

Nadine Wu
senior, sociology

±

"A book — 'The
Modern Man's
Guide In Life.'"

phuutraplirr

licsliman. physics

"A milkshake that
brought all the boys
to the yard."

"A funny (pair of)
disguise glasses."

campus
SPOTLIGHT

Alex Cimino-Hurt
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Stephanie Miller

Rebekah Carter
sophomore, SMAD

sophomore, nursing

What is the best thing you have ever bought for $1?

TAUZIN:
Decison
of ethics

*

From the Wire

Night with naked Starbucks lady French neglect culture
SethReiss
Coffee always was withheld from me. Well, not withheld, but certainly looked
down upon. For some reason,
my parents created a world
in which coffee was seen as
an "adult drink," and my not
drinking it was one of those
understandings between my
parents and I rank up there
with my mother's "after you
are 20 you shouldn't feel
comfortable being naked
around me" rule.
Even though I obeyed the
"no coffee while naked" rule, I
began to formulate my own theories about the drink. It was my
opinion that coffee represented
something depressing. It was as
if both my mother and father
couldn't get through the grind
of daily life w ithout coffee. I formulated this theory when I was
3. I actually understood it
because I couldn't get through
my day without sucking on my
favorite pacifier... 1 still can't
It was this negative feeling
toward coffee that consumed
my thoughts when 1 entered
college. But as the Starbucks
line grew and grew, so did my
curiosity Was coffee actually the
source of all that is joyful in the
world? Or was coffee the antiChrist in bean form? I only
would know if I actually tasted
the fruits of that magical bean.
A bean, however, is not a fruit
which left me to wonder, "How
can I taste the fruit of a bean?"
1 did know, however, that
coffee was still an adult drink —
an excuse for people to get

TAUZJN,from page b

with the PhRMA. Although the
influence that such an offer could
have on his voting would cast a
shadow over his political career.
Not only are PhRMA's offer
and Tauzin's serious consideration of it morally deplorable in
and of themselves, but they also
are potentially damaging to the
Republican party in this election
year Tauzin, a Republican, unwittingly may draw the attention of
the public to the intimate relationships the current administration
maintains with big business.
The last thing a presidency
marked by corporate scandal
and poor economic conditions
needs is something to remind
voters of these issues.
The Republican is concerned
with the potential political fallout
and Tauzin is expected to consult
with party representatives before
he decides whether or not to
accept the job offer.
What party representatives
have failed to mention is the
potential moral repercussions
that Tauzin's acceptance would
have, and the message it would
send to constituents — that their
representatives can, without
qualm, abandon their positions
in favor of their own mercenary
pursuits. The message it would
send to big business — that
everything is for sale and all you
need to have your own representative is an open checkbook.
Alex Sirney is a freshman
Anthropology/pre-SMAD major.

SarahOhmer

together and talk about adult "tea dance" of joy, which is just
things like the economy, rela- the waltz backwards.
tionships and famine. See, peoThis is in stark contrast to 10
ple don't talk about serious mat- years later when Billy, because of
ters over my favorite hot bever- my failure to go to all of his little
league games, is having emoage, hot chocolate.
And, if you think about it tional problems and wants to
most people try to transform have a sex change- Tnis convertheir black coffee into hot choco- sation, which will start with the
late by adding sugar, whole sentence, "Dad, I'm not who you
milk, skim milk, half and half think I am," will certainly will be
and half... hey, three halfs? How- had over coffee in a run-down
diner that is known for its
is that possible? End thought
Either way, 1 just cant imag- "world-famous" apple pie.
Afterward, we will have to
ine Dick Cheney and Colin
Powell discussing weapons of do the tea dance of joy backmass destruction over a nice wards, which is the waltz, to
cup of hot cocoa. Really, any- negate the original tea dance
thing that needs marshmal- we did several years earlier.
lows to liven up the situation That's not true, actually I stole
that little anecdote from the
can't be taken seriously.
That is why I decided to episode of "Full House" where
become a tea drinker. Tea is the D.J. gets married.
middle man in this wicked
I had a dream the other
world of adding stuff to boiling night A beautiful woman was
water. And drinking tea is like standing in the distance wavslapping coffee in the face with a ing me toward her. 1 got closer
leather glove — like that one and I noticed that the woman
Nazi did to Indiana Jones. Tnere was naked, and her hair was
is something comforting, inno- covering her breasts. It was the
cent and classy about tea. When Starbucks symbol — alive. She
my young son, Billy, who is 9, told of how she had been
wants to talk to me about the kicked out of her house at 20
birds and the bees and how they because her mother didn't
manage to have sex with each respect her anymore.
other, the conversation will
"Was it because of your
occur over a piping ho* cup of love of coffee?" I asked.
"No," she said, her naked
tea. "Piping hot" by the way is
my favorite combination of two body shivering in the cold. 'It
words, Billy will be nervous. I was the whole naked thing."
I began to cry. We made
will be in my smoking jacket,
enjoying my cup of Earl Grey. sweet love that night, and I
Billy will take a sip of his, feel have drank coffee ever since.
Seth Reiss is a columnist
comfortable enough to talk and
then we will bond as all fathers for Boston University's The
and sons do — by doing the Daily Free Press.

The French government
tried to pass a law decreeing
that no noticeable religious
symbols were to be worn in
school. No crosses, no yamikas,
no veils, rien.
The news of a religionfree educational environment lifted my spirits at
first. That's how you react
when you've been raised in
a country that consistently
tried to keep the state apart
from the church, thus keeping schools religion-free.
Yes, the French have their
priorities straight. It's good
to know that a nation strives
to remain neutral on religious issues, right?
France has had its share of
discriminatory history, from the
religious wars within the country back in the 1400s to colonial
warfare in the mid- 1900s. )ust
like the United States, France is
now a melting pot of different
colors, nationalities and religions. However, the French
don't speak of races.
They speak of heritage
and citizenship. So, where do
you draw the line between
heritage and citizenship? If
your country passed a law
that stood at odds with your
daily religious practices,
what would you do?
Would you accept your
country's stance as a fellow citizen, or would you fight for
your religious and cultural heritage as a devoted Christian,
Muslim, Jew or Satanist?
Imagine you're living in

the country you've called
home your entire life, and
practicing a religion that is a
part of your identity.
Now imagine yourself in a
dilemma between your own
identity and your education. To
the French government there is
no dilemma because schools
earned a religion free status
after the Middle Ages.
Some say it will prevent
discrimination, segregation
and conflict among students.
But, is this new law really
going to change children for
the better? All it is enforcing
is taboos and indifference
instead of promoting the
acceptance of differences.
One social work educator
called it fascism.
Triere is talk about prohibiting beards and bandanas as
well. The new law thus is earning a new name in the halls of
the French Assembly — "the
law of the impossible."
Muslims protest in front of
French embassies and in the
streets of Paris, asking for their
rights as citizens, while some
Muslim countries suggest that
Muslims leave France.
But, how much liberty of
choice, how much strength
in a voice, will the title of
French citizen provide them?
According to the French
media, that question shall
remain unanswered until after
the elections in March, when
the law will be voted on.
Sarah Ohmer is a columnist
for the University of Houston's

The Daily Cougar.
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antique
jewelry
• Specializing in glasses, contacts includingl
colored contacts and bifocal contacts
Exams tor cataracts. Glaucoma, eye
*Wfieri }Mll Sutfs its engagement rings.
disease and foreign body removal
EVENING HOURS AVAILABLE BY APPOINTMENT
OPEN TUES, WED, FRI. & SAT • WALK-INS WELCOMED
Z1BB A JOHN WAYLAND HWY
BESIDE WAL-MART VISION CENTER ON il SOUTH

j&

Big Brothers Big Sisters

at Valley Lanes in Harrisonburg
FREE game, FREE shoes, and great prizesl
Register your team or for questions: 433-8886 or bigbro@rlca.n«t
Only Raw Bar in Harrisonburg
Catering Available

Come Down ForTg^

nterq^Qment
A**

1/1 Price Appetizer
Appetizei Menu
Daily 4-9 pm

Huge Sandwich Menu

Fri. Feb. 6th
Calf Mountain Jam

Sat.Feb.7th
The Worry Stones
EveryT

mmwmw

BowlForKids'Sake,

Saturday, February 28, 2004 from 9am-4pm

Jimmy'

75 Court Square, 'Hamsonburg
(9(prt to tanf^Of America)
433-1833

Fresh Burgers
Hotdogs
Chicken
PoBoy
Ham&Turkey, and more...

P.O. Box 1478
Hariuonburg, VA 22803
540/432-1812
FAX 540/564-0325

Mercy House Thrift Store
1005 S. South High Street
&
Granny Long Legs
16 South Main Street
Court Square

Beginning Monday, Feb. 2nd

mm
jest Prices »1own!
We have thousands of videos and DVDs
Free Membership! (Just bring your driver's license and JAC card)

Wings- 2S< each MonAThurs
eat in only
Salads
Vegetarian Dishes
Fresh fish and steak
Tuesday crablegs
10.99/lb
Wed Oysters
5.00/ Dos
JOW Wn«r V. HvracrtMl
433-9974

1702 East Market Street

SEAFOOD BAR

&

GRILL

(Rt. 33 East, Next to the new Jess's Quick Lunch 2)
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HOROSCOPES

CROSSWORD

Dally rating: 10 Is the easiest day. 0 the most challenging.
Today's Birthday (Feb. 2). Once you get your love life straightened out, you'll have more than enough
to keep you busy. Your workload is increasing this year, but don't despair. Your income may not be •
steady, but it should average out quite nicely.

MM March 21 -April 19

Wr

Today is a 7 - You may be asked to take on
new responsibilities If so, don't request
more money. Do it for the experience.
Your rewards will come later

$:

Taurus April 20-May 20
,^^1^ Today is an 8 • You're being tested on
~TpK something ihat you should alread) know
G-Jf The better you do, the more youll make.
Don't be shy. Others believe in you.

u

Today is a 7 - Your grabousness will pay off
' for you in more than popularity. Conditions
are favorable for advancing to a position of
greater responsibility. Apply yourself.

Today is an 8 - Push hard to get a tough job
done, and then celebrate with a romantic
evening. Your efficiency, determination and
imagination should be rewarded Don't
wait for someone else to do it.

1

Today is a 7 - It looks like a good idea to
consult with your partner before going on.
You may find that he or she has a much
different perspective regarding a purchase. Don't spend the money and find
out about this later.

ins

Today is a 6 - Changes and revisions that
you want to make could cost more than you
expected finding a new source of income is
a possibility. Put on your thinking cap.

Today is an 8 - You ought to have things
running smoothly by now, enough so you
* can take a break. Thanks to your guidance
and support, someone else is able to
handle a difficult task.

«r!

Aquarius Jan. 20 Feb. 18

A

Today is an 8 - If you get the chance to
cuddle early, don't pass it up. A difficult
work assignment interferes with your
' romantic plans later.

fr

Virgo Aug. 23-Sept. 22
Today is a 7 - Your input is important
during this period of change. Others look
| to you for practical advice and scheduling.
Don't let them down

li

Pisces Feb. 19-March 20
Today is a 7 - You ought to notice the ten| sion starting to fade away. Not everyone
•grw. hut don't worry about that. Settle
into a routine that works for you.

<>

I nbune Media Services

Solutions to Last Issue's Puzzle
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How many bricks
does it take to
complete a building
made of brick?
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ACROSS
1 Wise person
5 Marathon, e.g.
9 Plus feature
14 Join the game
15 Wrinkle
remover
16 Actor Peter
17 Pursuer of
54A
19 Moon valley
20 Take-away
game
21 River of
Hamburg
22 Like a trumpet
23 View from
Mount Pisgah
25 Small titter
26 Ref. volumes
from the U.K.
27 Tramples
30 Group of eight
33 Unit of heat
34 Fastener
35 Statutes
36 Features of
this puzzle's
stars
37 Roaring '20s
crime fighter
38 Is for two?
39 Piece o
trickery
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Capricorn Dec. 22-Jan. 19

L»o July23-Aug. 22
Today is a 7 - If you can't get away yourself, send a representative. Somebody on
vour ttMm can get much further than you
GUI today.

f

M

1

!

44

Saglttarlua Nov. 22-Dec. 21

tf

Cancer June 22-July 22

4

JO

|

Scorpio Oct. 23-Nov. 21 '

Gemini May 21-June 21

1

1

u
17

Libra Sept. 23-Oct 22

Today is a 7 - A situation that's been building
> up is about to go from theory to action. Finish
up your planning as quickly as possible.

1

p■

■

n

»

1
«6

1

1
m

■

40 Insertion mark
41 Like a violin's
fingerboard
43 Winged
mammal
44 Fictional Oliver
45 Lombard and
King
49 Senior men
51
Alto, CA
52 Memorable
period
53 Dismantle
mortise joints
54Eluderof 17A
56 Gaming table
cover
57 Neighborhood
58 Anna of
"Nana"
59 Scornful look
60 Disinfectant
target
61 Just average

■

|

"

f

«•

s.

■

DOWN
Use up
"Kate & "
Greek letter
Hurricane
heart
5 Plundered
6 Island in
Netherlands
Antilles
7 Secret
language
8 Stop
9 Father of Isaac
10 Made dirty
11 Pursuer of 32D
12 Palindromic
magazine
13
off
(annoyed)
18 VCR button
22 Swerves
24 John and Jane
25 General
tendency
27 Friendly
pronouns?
28 Seine feeder
29 Viper
collective
30 Norwegian
saint
31 "The Alienist"
author Caleb
1
2
3
4

4T

.

32Eluderof 11D
33 L'chaim, e.g.
36 Shock or lock
37 W. alliance
39 Tosser
40 Chocolate
substitute
42 Pluck
43 Medicinal
balm
45 Hoopster
46 Slowly, in
music
47 Sea eagles
48 Refuse
49 Names
50 Son of Judah
51 Immaculate
54 Sack
55 Naval vessel
letters

Need a Roommate?
We've Got Them!

Come down to The Commons, South View, and Stone Gate
and find your perfect match!
Sign a lease with The Commons, South View, or Stone Gate apartments and you will get
FREE local telephone service, FREE ethernet, and FREE cable (over 45 channels) for one year!
The Commons

South View

Stone Gate

iwriimi-*^^^

1068 N Lola Lana
432-0600
I.com

[ m »«
j

'.ommon?apartments.coni

Office Hours
Monday - Friday
8:30-7:00
Saturday-Sunday
12:00-4:00

www.southvi8wapartm8nts.com

www slonegateapartmonts net
402020 I
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A Jack of all Trades
Undergraduate learns balancing act
by juggling multiple events in life
Story by staff writer Sarah Manley • Graphics by art director Jessica Taytor • Photo by photo editor Laura Dean
Ht pound on
the pavement as
.wcat
drip down her
I Lead
and
sting her blue eyes. Fvery day
she pushes herself to run harder
and faster — to do just one more
rep at the gym or another lap in
the pool. Though she has Ihnv
uir hours of schoolwork
ahead of her, she continues to
exert herself to reach her goal.
She knows that crossing the finish line at the Marine Corps
Marathon in Washington, D.C.,
in October will make all her hard
work worthv. I
Many students have trouble
getting to the gym even twice a
week while juggling classes and
extracurricular activities Junior
Lauren Menzies is raising the
bar. Menzies is in the process of
training for her first marathon,
pursuing a double major in
international affairs and premed and training to be a
research assistant in the biology
department. Menzies' dedication to her schoolwork started
early in her life, as can be seen
by the fact that she worked
harder in high school In order to
graduate in three years.
She also is a new member
of the Harrisonburg Rescue
Squad and has signed a contract U participate for at least
two years. Menzies volunteers
once a week for six hours, as
well as the occasional midnight shift, which lasts for 12
hours. She plans on completing cardiopulmonary resuscitation training in the next few
months. Menzies saicT is it
important to her to be on the

squad because it helps her
become adapted t.
saving technaq
"Lauren is that really rare
thing that she does," said senior
lon't know how she
les and
still maintains <i gn-.it .ittitude
and a smile on her I.
Mil

cal

UREC buff with her
ne training schedule,
which allots her three weeks
of hard runs, then one week
of easier runs. Menzies runs
12 miles on Sundays, six miles
on Tuesdays and Thursdays,
eight on Wednesdays and
four on Saturdays.
As the weeks go by,
Msnaasj
will
increase her mileage
by one mile per
week in the beginning, and by two to four miles
toward the end of the training. A
hard week could consist of anywhere from 10 to 26.2 (the full
marathon distance) miles a day.
This cycle repeats every month for
at least a year before the actual
nwathon takiv plaoj

"I basically created my own
training schedule, as far as
mileage goes, after I researched
other popular training schedules
on the Internet." Menzies said. "I
gave myself realistic goals and
distances and, so far, for the past
eight months, It has worked fine."
Not only does Menzies find
the time to run, but she also frequents the weight room and pool
at UREC. "If s really important to
have strong arm muscles because
pumping arms plays a big part in

running," she said. "1 like to
swim because it's a good way to
practice good breath control, plus
it's a good workout."
Although her training schedule is hectic, Menzies still is
• .1 with many other i
ties, including a demanding
ble major. "School takes up a
huge part of my life, and I take it
lenzies said.
'Sometimes 1 consider not running one day because I could use
those few hours to study for a
huge chemistry test, but I usually
end up pushing myself, or my
roommates push me been
have made a commitment to

-66Vm no supergirl, and it
is hard for me, but I see
my work paying off
everyday.
— Lauren Menzies
junior

-59—
mysell to complete the twining."
Balancing school, outside
activities, training and volunteering, takes delicate planning that
requires precision tn order to
ensure that all events are covered. "My schedule is kind of
crazy, but somehow 1 make it
work," Menzies said.

'Menzies' schedule may be
busy, but she does not let her
commitments run her life. She
enjoys cooking homemade soups
on the weekends and never misses .in episode ot her t.ivonte tele
-.how, "CSL"
"Lauren is very dedicated and
has incredible motivation," said
Tun Norton, a junior at Northern
Virginia Community College and
i ■' boyfriend of four years,
sty impressive that a person so young can have such drive
and strive to achieve goals like
completing a marathon and
going to medical school."
Medical school is another of
ist as I work
hard in running so I can get to
the marathon level, I work
hard in college so that 1 can get
■ ilical school one day,"
Menzies said.
In the meantime, Mr
plans to compete in the Marine
Corps Marathon in October
and, until then, she will continue to prepare herself for the
26 2-mile run.
"Running dears my head and
gives me time to reflect and
think.'' she said. Training for the
marathon has given me so much
self-confidence because I know
that I am working toward achiev0Ml of mine."
espite her numerous
achievements and
hard work.. Menzies
maintains a humble
attitude. "I'm no
supergirl, and it is hard for me,
but I see my work paying off
every day. I just keep picturing the
day that I can cross that finish line
and see the faces of all my friends
and family cheering me on "

PSYCHOLOGY
. ntLUI V\
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lames Madison University
Graflon-Stovall Theatre

MI

nuns $*.*o

MO ftOO**AC*
ALLOW**

Wed

•

IN '

*

« HOUSE
°>SAND

GK2$

AKDpQG

#r*9

M «*'

Feb. 6th & 7th
7 & 9:30 pm

Feb"^»th& 5lh
7 & 9:30 pm

Feb. 7th
Midnight
FREE

1

MISSING

Feb.14
7pm

Feb. 11th & 12th
7 & 10 pm

Feb. 13th
7 & 9:30 pm
co-sponsored with Safe Rides

Rl •"Mil

\\ \S I :

ill'l Silll\... Midnight

l. i IMMAN1
Feb. 20th & 21st
7 & 10 pm

Feb. 26th
7 & 9:30 pm

t^U)*

GREG PAK
writer, director, and producer
speaks on filmmaking
Feb. 25th 7 PM $3.00

When Ham Feb.u "C°J

I

<"

Feb. I8th& 19th 7& 10pm

Robot Stories

'BRIDES

Feb.14 9:30 pm

Something's
Gotta Give

Feb. 27th & 28th
7 & 9:30 pm

Midnight

b.oo#\.
CLOSG
ENCOUNTERS
Feb. 28th
Midnight
$2.00

For more information, call the movieline at x86723 or check out upb.jmu.edu

INTERESTED IN APPLYING FOR
EDITOR POSITION*

Stop by The Breeze open house Feb. 9 from 6 to 8p.m,
in the basement of Anthony Seeger to find out how

Questions? Call x8-6127
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i Give me a break

STYLE

Sophomore Krislen Green
explores relationships when
words and actions are kaput.
112

Homemade soups warm up 'Burg's endless winter
but the results are well worth it.

BY ANDREA LANGE

staff writer
Maybe it's because a can of
Campbell's soup opens so WMly, but few students make soup
from scratch. That's too bad,
because homemade soups are
perfect for the college crowd —
they are filling and nubWow,
not to mention cheap and easy
to make. In fact, anyone who
,.in dimmer water anil chop up
vegetables has all the skills
needed to make soup.
Soup is also the perfect
food for sharing with friends
— it can feed many, yet leaves
only one pot to clean.
Hen.1 are some lips lor easv
soup making. Be sure to account
for defrosting time when using
frozen items. Vegetables and
meat can defrost in the
microwave if necessary, but to

Quick Chick and Noodle Soup
— from Rachael Ray's "30
Minute Meals" cookbook
Prep time: 15 minutes, cook
time: 15 minutes

avoid ovecooking then, put them
in the regrigerator .it least H hours
bafDN you intcn.l to use them.
Also, a prepared soup chef
always buys a little more stock
than the recipe calls for. Some
soups come out thicker than
Olimt, and more stock may be
needed to thin it out. Unopened

2 tablespoons (2 turns around
the pan) extra-virgin olive oil
2 medium carrots, peeled and
chopped
1 medium onion, chopped
2 stalks celery, chopped
2 bay leaves, fresh or dried
Salt and pepper
6 cups chicken stock
1 pound (the average weight of
1 package) chicken breast
tenders, diced
1/2 pound egg noodles
Parsley and dill as garnish
(optional)

stock keeps well in the pantry,
so if it's not used right away it
can be used another time.
The foUowing recipes are great
for novice soup makers. They
don't require many ingredients
and they are both ready in 30 minutes. Sure, if s a little more time
than the canned version needs.

see SOUP, page 12
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'To properly assess these girls'
lack of style, a trip to their closets.
Queer Eye' style, was in order."
MELISSA BOSS

senior
•M

story Mow

THEATRE PREVIEW

No more waiting around as
'Godot' opens tomorrow night
BY AMY PATKRSON

contributing writer
Why arc we here? With
the aid of a tree, five males
and the art of conversation,
"Waiting for Godot" attempts
to pose such a question ami
ellicit a response from its
viewers. The play, written by
Samuel Beckett and directed
by junior Mia Wilson, will
run at Theatre II tomorrow
through Saturday.
Irish playwright Beckett
was born in Dublin in 1906,
according to umv.literatureawards.com. After graduating
from Trinity College, he
eventually moved to France,

where he settled to the task
of playwrighting. By 1945,
Beckett began composing
scripts in French, the Web site
st.itrs 'Waiting for Godot,"
which first was published in
1952, originally was written
in French, under the title "En
Attendant Godot," according
to www.Bncycolpedm4u.com.
Beckett published an
Knglish translation of the
existentialist play in 1955, the
Website states. In 1969, he
was awarded the Nobel Prize
jn Literature, according to
uiiio.literature-mvards.com.
Wilson said the play is "one
see GODOT, page 12

B00TCAMP
by Melissa Boss
staff writer

Two lucky students
get style make overs
Turn on the television or simply walk down the street and
anyone can see that fashion victims engulf us like a bad, fauxfur wrap, lastead of hoping my
readers simply follow my fashion pearls of wisdom, my quest
to spread the knowledge begins
with two young JMU ladies who
won our annual Fashion Breeze
Make over by yours truly.
My quest begins with freshman Alex Me.ulor, who was
nominated by her fashion-concerned roommate, freshman
Kristen Angster Before starting
her first year at JMU, Alex began
the popular Weight-Watchers
program and lost an amazing Hi)
pounds. Although the pntgram
did give Ak'x a sexy new body.
six- never gained a confident new
self-image, acconiing to Angster
Our second winner is bubbly
sophomore Lisa Mathews. tisa
.klmits in her application that she
Kid no fashion sense at all because
she never had a mentor — such as
myself—to show her the ropes of
achieving fashion greatness.
Therefon\ Mathews' current
wardrobe consists of bland jeans
and old T-shirts. As for her makeup routine, let's just say that Ozzy
knows more about brushes and
application than this poor soul.
Our make-over madness
begins at Tangles, a popular hair
salon among JMU students. At
the salon, located on Port
Republic Ri>ad in Harrisonburg,
both girts wen* heated to complimentary hair modifications
Alex's mousy brown hair was
changed to a deep rod that would
complement her pak* complexion. Then, she was given lighter
rod highlights to provide depth to
her hair. As for Lisa, her dark
tresses were kipped off to reveal a
cute, layered cut with side-swept
bangs. The ends of lisa's hair
were razored to achieve a slight
flip with krts of bounce.
Makeup application was
extromely different for both girls
because they each have different
skin tones that demand certain
colors. Alex has a light complexion with yellow undertone-.,
which puts her coloring on the
cool side. People with cool colJTn-m by KYRA PAPAFTIVvm." pbHovuphtr

oring, such as Alex, look best in
darker colors. Therefore, eye
shadows that are beige, brown
and black will bring out her eyes
the most. Rouge should be light
and be either peach or pink, but
not bronze. Bronze powders on
axil skin will make her look like
a fake-tanning experiment gone
wrong. As for her lip color,
shiny pinks and peaches with
blue bases will look the best.
Iis.1, (in the other hand, has
olive-cokwing, meaning she is
blessed with skin that kx>ks tan
year-round. Therefore, Lisa falls
into tin* warm category for her
compk'xion. When people say
warm colors, it is best to think of
fall colors such as rusts, browns,
tins, bronzes and lush burgundy
cokirs. Starting with her eyes, she
won- dark brown shadows with
bn*wn eyeliner to complement the
natural darkness of her eyes. Her
cheeks were brushed with bronzer
for a sun-kissed kx»k, which acted
as a substitute for blush. For Lisa's
lip color, she wore light bnnvn lipstick with golden undertones for
daytime, but she can switch to a
darker burgundy color for a "night
on the town" look.
Finally, me last — and my
favorite — aspect of the make
over were clothes, the backbone
of being fashionable. To properly asses-, these girls l.u k ol style,
a trip to their closets, "Queer
Eye" style, was in order. First. I
began with Alex, who needed
some tips on how to dross her
newly acquired frame. After
braving the harsh terrain of her
closet, it became clear that this
girl had some major shopping to
do. Most of the clothes she Rid
were bought when she was
heavier. Therefore, her large
sweatshirts and oversized Tshirts look like deflated life rafts.
My advice was to take the nicer
clothes, like pants and suits, to a
good tailor for some inexpensive
nipping and tucking.
As for the rest of her clothes, 1
suggested that she drive to the
middle of nowhere and drop
them off as though they were a
bunch of fraternity pledges. She
see MAKE OVER, page U
M\K( ( HOIV.v'ir. *r,hl.»
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Break reveals overrated components
BY KRISTLN GREEN

senior writer
One of the things I love
most about college is knowing
that a certain level of independence always will exist in
that we're finally free to
explore our emotions, our passions and, most importantly,
our hearts
When given such freedom
for self-exploration, it is easy
to get caught up in the emotions of I moment — of a relationship, even. Over time,
words and actions become
routine. Words can seem
superfluous; actions may
seem obsolete.
In a commercial culture
that celebrates gift giving for
loved ones every major holiday and admires those who
can recite famous quotes
about love from memory,
actions and words can seem
routine, almost expected, in
a relationship. So, as we try
to learn to walk the walk and
talk the talk of young adults,
I had to wonder — in the
end, do actions speak louder
than words?
Over the weekend, I
.i!tended my good friend's
party, which required that all
guests bring an escort It was
.i r.ither formal affair, in
which you were supposed to
bring a date.
1 was technically dateless.
While 1 attended with a good
male friend of mine, 1 didn't
have an actual date. I couldn't
ask the person I wanted to go
with; I couldn't ask him
because I wasn't supposed to.
Between being together and
breaking up is a land of relationship limbo — the break.

Respecting each other's timeapart period, the two of us generally decided not to speak to
each other until said limbo was
over. I knew I was hurting
inside, but I had no idea how
the other half was feeling.
It was in this sense I found
myself a part of actions speaking louder than words. With an
absence of further explanation,
I was left to my own devices to
conceive why the break
occurred. The imaginary reasons grew from a few to hundreds in minutes, from
whether things weren't meant
to work out to that it was
entirely my fault.
When somebody says,
"We need a break," is it
actions or words that have
the greater say? While we
can speak all the words we
want to, physically abstaining from a person makes a
boldtr »Utenant than words.
I had become the last type of
person I'd ever wanted to be
in a relationship — the
expectant girlfriend. I had
pltotd mdl an emphasis on
certain words and actions
that the complete lack thereof was devastating.
I've never wanted to expect
things in a relationship — only
that I would love unconditionally and be loved in return.

Directly prior to a break, it is
hard to see any unconditional
love in another's actions, which
seemed to say, "I'd rather live
without you right now."
I once was taught, "absence
is the strongest form of presence." While past words and
actions blurred together, the
memories remained until it
hurt to realize I might not
have the chance to make
such memories again. I had
come to terms with the idea
that through becoming
accustomed
to
certain
words and actions, perhaps
I had been expecting the
wrong things all along.
It didn't matter whether
his pre-break actions or words
had spoken louder — what
hurt most was the absence of

It wasn't that I loved
him because I needed
him... I needed him
because I loved him.
— Kristen Green
sophomore

both. It wasn't that I loved
him because I needed him, it
was that I needed him because
I loved him.
It didn't matter what was
said or done. Instead came .)
component I hadn't much
thought about — faith.
While I didn't know if everything would go back to the
way it was, I felt that faith
would restore my situation
to the way it was intended to
be. As the break wore on, 1
discovered
that
faith
trumped both words and
actions, and belittled the
importance of their implications. Faith in the viability of
the relationship was its ultimate foundation — words
and actions, actions and
words — those merely were
its building blocks.
A relationship is not about
expectations — it shouldn't
be words' or actions' results
that count, but a person's
pure intentions toward caring
for another that ought to
serve as true motivation.
As writer and naturalist
Walter Anderson said, "Our
lives improve only when
we take chances — and the
first and most difficult risk
we can take is to be honest
with ourselves."
Caring about another
person is a selfless act that
requires not only emotional honesty with oneself,
but with somebody else.
All I can strive for is to
learn to first be honest
with myself, and have faith
that things will work out,
regardless of what is said
or done. In the meantime,
I'll let my words speak as
loudly as they choose to.

Feminist author
offers voice, hope
BY MKKI PKH I

contributing writer
limi'.ith the dimmed lights erf
mom 142 in the Music Building,
aspiring writers and readers
alike huddled to hear Cris
Mazza, a novelist, short story
writer, essayist and editor, read
excerpts from her work Jan. 22.
This literary gathering was
organized by Lucy Corin. head
of JMU's creative writing
department. She has arranged
similar events in the past, to
which she invites her creative
writing students.
The author was open for
questions and a book signing
following the reading. The experience allows the listener to identify the voice and the intonation
that accompanies the words on
the page, according to junior
Jackie Sennessey.
Corin, an author herself,
introduced Mazza as a "comrade." "There's a woman out
there and she's writing things
and she makes me feel like I'm
not alone," Corin said.
Mazza said she "was looking
for something different sofflfr
thing that stretched the boundaries of what has been considered
'women's writing,' something
that might be able to simply be
allied writing' without defining
it by gender, and yet, at the same
time, speak the diversity and
depth of what women writers
can produce rather than what
they're expected to produce."
Thursday's event proved to
be all of Mazza's hopes and
more "Hesitation," the last of
the four stories Mazza read,
was written in a three-page-

long single paragraph. Her stones flowed as though they
woe devoid of punctuation,
though she uses the occasional
dash to pause for a breath.
Mazza's themes were uniquely feminine and honest. She read
four excerpts from her writing,
including the piece "What Kind
of Mother" from her upcoming
novella, "Disability." which will
be released next year.
Mazza, a teacher in the
Program for Writers at the
University of Illinois in Chicago,
has written numerous books.
"How to Leave a Country," garnered the PENN/Nebon/
Algren Award. Her collections
of short fiction include "Is It
Sexual Harassment Yet?" and
"Former Virgin." Mazza also has
co-edited two anthologies of
alternative women's fiction,
l hick-Lit" and "Chick-IJt 2." in
which newly discovered talents
share the pages with more
renowned women writers.
Mazza's works are "bterary sitcoms fmm hell .. Ms. Mazza is a
subversive, anarchistic writer ...
hardly forgettable," the Wall Shot
lourrul stated on Mazza's W* site.
uuwcns-ficauiTn.
The "Chick-Ut" anthologies
introduced what Mazza refered
to as post-feminist writing,
according to her Web site. "[The
literature is] not anti-feminist, but
it's sort of irreverent — and
funky, sassy, droll and frisky."
The session with Mazza was
enlightening. The enitre audience, malis included, was not
struck by an overwhelming
sense of what it is to be female
in a not-so-traditional world,
Sennessey said.

GODOT: Play coaxes SOUP: Bowls of warmth dissolve doldrums
audience to reconsider Diploma not necessary in order to prepare classic hot broths
GODOT, from page U
of the most brilliant pieces of dramatic literature [she's] ever
encountered."
The play is suspended in
time and space, lacking any
variables that would suggest
a setting, other than a solitary
tree, according to cast member Dan Cullfn. A senior. The
play is built around the
actions — or inaction, rather
— of four characters, who all
are presumed to be males,
according to www.samuelbeckett.net. Two vagabonds,
Estragon (also known as
"Gogo") and Vladimir (or
"Didi"), played by junior
Arianne Warner and sophomore Dean Camp, "talk
themselves in circles" while
waiting for a mysterious man
named Godot, Wilson said.
The pair has no idea why
they are waiting for Godot,
or who he is exactly, or if he
even exists — but they still
wait. A messenger boy,
played by freshman Mohcine
Dehbi, conveys news regarding Godot to Gogo and Didi,
and is the only character who
seems to have ever met
Godot, according to Wilson.
While the tramps wait, a
lltVfl Hid his master, Lucky
(Cullen) and Pozzo (junior
Kristen Long) appear Lucky is
"representative of the innocence in the world," and holds
a reputation as one of the most
intelligent characters onstage,
according to Cullen. Pozzo is "a

very unfulfilled person" filled
with "feelings of dejection and
disappointment," which "manifests itself into hatred," and
which is exemplified by scenes
where Pozzo physically whips
Lucky, Long said.
Long enjoys the role of
Pozzo because "absurdist theater is very freeing, with lots of
creative control over the characters," she said.
The play also varies from
the original because it takes
place in an over-industrialized setting — represented
by the use of sticks, chicken
wire and garbage in the set,
Cullen said. This accentuates
the feeling of self-oppression
and is a "perfect example of
what people put themselves
through in this setting to get
to the afterlife," Wilson said.
Wilson hopes the audience
will question why it wakes
up in the morning on a personal level, she said.
"I read ("Waiting for
Godot") in high school, and
there's not much action, but
what's said and (its ideas] are
interesting," sophomore
Emily Barlow said. "I'd like to
see if they did anything with
all the underlying symbolism."
For those ready to challenge
what they believe, reconsider
their existence and come to
their own conclusions, "Waiting
for Godot" plays for $3 at
Theatre II from reb. 3 to 7 at 8
p.m., with an additional show
at 12 a.m. Feb. 6.

SOUP, from page 11
Place a large pot over
moderate heat and add
extra-virgin olive oil.
Work close to the stove
and add vegetables to
the pot as you chop the
vegetables in the order
they are listed.
Add the bay leaves
and salt and pepper, to
taste. Add the stock to
the pot and bring liquid to a boil. Add the
diced chicken tenderloins, and return the
soup to a boil, and
reduce heat to medium.
Cook chicken two
minutes and then add
noodles. Cook soup an
additional six minutes
or until noodles are tender and remove soup
from the heat. Stir in
parsley and dill, remove

bay leaves and serve.
This is a thick soup.
Add up to two cups of
water if you like chicken
soup with lots of broth.
Tortellini Tomato Spinach
Soup
from Kathleen
Daelcmans's "Cooking
Healthy
with
Chef
Kathleen" cookbook
Prep time: 10 minutes, cook
time: 20 minutes
1 tablespoon olive oil
V2 small onion, chopped
(about VI a cup)
I, love of garlic, minced
6 cups of chicken or vegetable broth
1 14 oz. can of crushed
tomatoes
1 8 oz. package of dried
tortellini
Salt and pepper

10 oz. package of chopped
frozen spinach
Parmesan cheese for garnish (optional)
In a large pot, heat
olive oil over medium
heat. Sautl (cook in a
skillet) the onion and
garlic, stirring often,
until onions are translucent (about five minutes). Be careful not to
let the garlic burn. Add
broth and tomatoes,
turn heat up to high and
bring to ,i boil
Add the tortellini and
cook according to package directions. When
tortellini is almost done,
add spinach and salt
and pepper to taste.
Serve immediately, garnish each serving with
Parmesan cheese.

PWrmCOURTKSYOFH-Hwlan./'rcni
Soup Is both easy to make and the right
complement to a cold, blustery day.

MAKE OVER: Boss rescues fashion impaired
Guru s boot camp whips neglectful students into stylish shape
MAKE OVER, from page II
needs to focus on clothes
that complement her great
figure instead of hiding it,
now that she has a new
body to show off.
Next, Lisa wanted to
know what types of clothes
would look good for her
body type. As we were
sorting through the fresh-

faced beauty's clothes, we
realized that she has few
red and brown shirts that
would look great on her
tanned skin.
I also discovered that
Lisa tends to hold onto
clothes just a little past
their expiration date. Trust
me. clothes do not have
feelings, therefore once

they become stained, ratty
or worn with holes, it's
time to throw them out.
Finally, 1 suggested that
Lisa stop hiding her curvy
figure with frumpy, shapeless
sweaters. Instead, she should
try more form-fitting outfits
that hug her shape and also
have details such as belts,
gatherings and other accents

that draw attention to the
outfit and not her body.
Now that Lisa and Alex
have cut their tresses, powdered their noses and
examined their clothes,
they officially have survived and graduated from
my fashion camp and are
ready to take on the world
with nothing but style.
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"When you get outrebounded. miss
foul shots and commit turnovers...
those type of things are magnified."

>- Losing streak continues
The Dukes fell to conference
rival VCU Thursday evening,
76-67. JMU has lost three of
its last four games.
*•* story below

SPORTS

SHERMAN DILLARD

men !v basketball coach
saa itoiy balow

MEN'S BASKETBALL

Dukes dropped at buzzer

Veterans spark
comeback, fall
short of victory

Lack of instant replay stings squad in 63-61 loss to Delaware
BY BRAD RICHARDS

BY TOM CIALINO

spons editor

contributing writer

A last-second shot led to another fruslr.itini;
and emotional loss for JMU Saturday night
With the game tied at 61-61, University of
Delaware forward Herb Courtney position,,i
himself in the middle of the lane as point guard
Mike Slattery put up a fade away jump shot
from the left enow U the game clock counted
down. Slattery's shot bounced off the rim and
landed in the hands of the unblocked Courtney.
As Courtney quickly gathered himself, he
leapt back into the air and put a shot off the
backboard that found its way into the net
before time expired, giving the Blue Hens a
63-61 victory
"I wasn't able to see tinSaturday
clock," Courtney said
I
just wanted to put it up as
Delaware
fast I could, hit it off the back63
board and give it a chance.
"When I released it, I
JMU
thought I got it off on time,''
hi
Courtney added. "It was just
a matter of me making it."
Senior guard/forward Dwayne Broyles,
the game's leading scorer with 17 points,
found himself in disbelief during the
postgame press conference.
"I looked up and I saw the ball come off
and I saw [Courtney] catch it," Broyles said.
"I was falling backwards, and all 1 could do
was watch. I felt helpless.
"I could not get over there to stop it,"
Broyles continued. "When 1 saw him catch
the ball, I just knew the game was over. It
hurts — it hurts bad."
In the huddle before the last-second shot by
Courtney, coach Sherman Dillard said he and
the team discussed the importance of getting
that final stop and closing out the game.
"We did everything we could," Dillard
said. "The ball comes off on an angle where
Courtney happens to be going in that direction — and |the ball) goes to him."
Courtney's final-second basket could not
even be contested by JMU since the team is
not fully equipped with an instant replay
setup. The Blue Hens on the other hand, does
have a system on their home court, leading
many fans to wonder if the game was an
away contest, if the Dukes could have
pushed Delaware to overtime.
The Dukes fell to 4-14 (1-9 in the Colonial
Athletic Association) on the season. JMU has
managed only one win in its last 11 games.
"I think every gUM is ,i compilation of
everything that happened from the opening
tip-off to the end of the game," Dillard said
"I don't think you cm isolate it and say, 'Well,
if we got that one loose ball there, we could
have one this game."'
Dillard added that the team could have done
better in various statistical categories, such as making more free throws (17 for 26) and not allowing
the Blue Hens to get 19 offensive rebounds.

game, but what was lost in the emotion of the
disappointing loss was a key possession at the
end of the first half.
The Dukes were holding for the last shot of

Aside from the heartbreaking 63-61
loss to the University of Delaware
Saturday, coach Sherman Dillard was
proud of his team '$ effort, especially his
veteran players
Senior guard t hris Williams and senior
guard/forward Dwavne Broyles combined for 15 of JMU's 22 second-half
points and provided a strong defensne
presence throughout the game
Uespite being hampered by an injured
leg and severe groin pull, Williams
scored nine points and held All Colonial
Athletic Association guild Mike Slattery
scoreless in the second half Williams'
constant ability to penetrate through the
defense and either finish with a lay-up or
dish to an open teammate displayed
what Dillard described as quintessential
point guard play.
"Chris (Williams) did a phenomenal
job tonight against one of the best point
guards in our league (Slattery)," Dillard
said. "He was one of our biggest concerns coming into this game, and Chris
played great defense on him. Despite
limitations on the offensive end, Chris
utilized the screens that we set for him
and was very effective."
For much of the 2003-'04 campaign, the
Dukes' offense has relied heavily on the
steady play of forward /guard Broyles.
Saturday was no different, as Broyles contributed 17 points and eight rebounds.
Broyles got tit the fcnil line tarty and often,
shooting a perfect seven of seven from the
charity stripe, while pacing the JMU offense.
According to Dillard, similar mist.tk.es
that were committed by the Dukes were
especially crucial in such a close game
"When vou get outrebounded, miss
foul shots and commit turnovers in close
games like these, those kinds of things u>
magnified," Dillard said.
Another strong backcourt performance
was by junior guard Daniel Freeman.
Freeman scored nine points In a
starting role, none bigger than the two
foul shots that tied the game at hi with
19.5 seconds remaining. Similar to his
backcourt partner Williams, Freeman
played great defense against an All
CAA guard throughout the entire game.
While matched up with the cont'erence's leading scorer and sharpshooter
Mike Ames, Freeman held the C A A standout to nine points (two points in the m
ond half) on three of 13 shooting
"Ames is a great shtx>ler and he really
hurt us last time while scoring 28 points, so
I tried not to play help defense oft of him
and contest every shot," Freeman nkL

set JMV page 14
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CHRIS t.AB7J>A/-mi.» rtft.'Xniphrr
Senior guard/forward Dwayna Broylaa drlvoa to tha hoop In Saturday'a 63-61 conferanca
lot* to University of Delaware. Broylaa (cored a team-high 17 polnta In tha game.

"But, every game — particularly close
games — will come down to finding a way to
close it out," Dillard said. "That is when
everything is so magnified."
JMU and the Blue Hens each scored 22
points in the second half making for a close

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL-

COLLEGE ATHLETICS

Despite win over Delaware. Dukes
failing to close out recent games
Brooks frustrated by abrupt loss of chemistry, confidence

UCF students protest athletic
funding, university's priorities
BY KRISTY SHONKA
AND DAVID DAMRON

BY DREW WILSON

senior writer
Early in the season, coach
Kenny Brooks knew his
team's inexperience would
give it trouble finishing off
opponents toward the end of
games. But, with the Dukes'
current losing slide, the trend
has continued.
"It's frustrating because
it's Came 19," Brooks said
after JMU's 76-67 loss to
Virginia Commonwealth
University
Thursday.
Suiul.iy
"We have
I Vl.m .in
to
be
smarter."
Brooks
said his
t e
needs to
learn

AMY MTERSONArwr ph*w«r*"
Freshman forward Meredtth Alexis eyes up a threapolnt shot ki
Thursdays conference lose to Virginia Commonwealth University.

how to put a full 40 minutes of
good basketball together
instead of 32 or 33 minutes.
Through the VCU game,
in five of the Dukes' last four
games, |MU has let its lead slip
away late in the second half.
The only win over that stretch
was 53-51 against Norfolk
State University Jan. 19, in
which freshman forward/center Meredith Alexis hit the
game winner with 3.1 seconds
left. JMU had been ahead by
see DUKES, page 14

The Orlando Sentinel
Students last week
protested a lack of open
courses and resources needed to graduate on time while
the University of Central
Florida boosts spending on
its sports program and
administrative pay raises.
More than 200 students
signed a petition asking
administrators to slow student growth and put more
emphasis on education
rather than sports. They
cited millions of dollars UCF
spent recently to fire the
football coach, hire a new
one and join a different
sports conference.
Andrea Lewis said she
attends UCF to get an education, not to subsidize the athletic department's endless,
growing budget.
"This is a place of education, and I really think that
should come first," she said.
Lewis, 18, was part of a
small group that held the "Rally
for Students' Rights" in front of
the administration building on
UCF's campus Jan. 21.
But, top leaders said UCF
actually increased department
budget* and offered only slightly
fewer course sections campuswide compared with last
year State law prevents steering
athletics fees and bexwter dona1

-46This is a place for
education, and I
really think that
should come first.
—Andrea Lewis
If !•' \ludcnt
a,,

lions into classnxmis, they said.
"You can't shift those
funds," UCF Vice President
Dan Holsenbeck said.
Administrators said they
were caught off guard In Hate
budget cuts last year — after
they already had allowed for
more student growth and certain administrative pav raises
"It should be their primary
goal to educate us," UCF student Malt DeVlieger, a Coral
Springs native and one of the
organizers said.
Crystal Arellano, a junior
and another of the organizers, estimated about 200 signatures were collected during the two-hour rally, which
occurred at the administration building with permission of school official*.
"We were more than willing
to try to help them with an
opportunity," Dan Holsenbeck,
vice president of university
rebitions said. "The worst thing

anybody could do is to say,
'No, you don't hav e the right to
express yourself.'"
Organizers passed out a
"Disorientation Manual'' that
spelled out their disgust with
the way the administration
spends money. Their complaints included new football
coach George
O'Leery'i
$700,000-plus salary, the
approximately $800,000 UCF
will pay to buy out the contract of former football coach
Mike KraCMJ and the $2.6
million the UCF Athletu
Association will pay to move
all sports into C onteren. 8
USA in 2005.
"Part of me does think
■witching conferences is a
good idea, but $2.6 million is .i
lot of money," said Scott
LeMaster, a senior who was
upset he had to change his
graduation date when he
found 0U1 l K I would not otter
the summer classes he needed.
"The biggest thing that gets
me i- all the administrative
raises and how much they are
giving the new football coach."
LeMaster is one of those
upset that the increased athletic spending is coming at a
time when classes are being
cut and students are losing
one a npUl I m p loy me n t
opportunities. Some, such as
1 •Mlfter, Voiced their concerns over the microphone.
while others signed a petition
to President |ohn Hitt.
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JMU: Dillard,
Dukes crumble
JML, from page 15
the half by passing the ball
around and setting up (or a
•designed play. Delaware
guard Rulon Washington
put pressure on the Dukes
and forced a turnover,
which he turned into an
attempted lay-up. The shot
misM'd. but Blue Hens forward Calvin Smith tipped in
the ball with 4 seconds
remaining to give Delaware
a 41-39 halftime lead.
The two points given up on
that possession, along with the
other factors throughout the
game, ended up being too much
for the Dukes to overcome.
"There must be a method
in all this madness," Dillard
said. "I am giving it my all.
and these guys are giving it
their all. I can only control
the things 1 can control.
That's the only thing that
give* mc a little bit of sanity
throughout this."
Dillard was trying to describe
his emotions after the loss, but
was having trouble pinpointing
the exact feeling. He said you
kind of feel like, "I cannot believe
that |ust happened.
"You've got this load on
your back," Dillard said.
"And, just all of a sudden
you crumble. You give into

Anderson,
JMU beat
Colonials

-66You've got this load on
your back. And, just all
of a sudden you
crumble. You give into
the weight.

The Dukes impmved to 2-2
on the season by defeating
George Washington University.
4-3, Friday in Washington, D.C
Senior Craig Anderson
defeated the Colonials Jake
Jopling 6-4, 6-3 in singles
competition.
Anderson with his doubles partner, sophomore Bob
Allensworth defeated the
George Washington team, 8-6.
Sophomore John Snead
and junior Martin Rohricht
won, 8-4, in their doubles
match over Jopling and
Gordon DanuK
Allensworth and Mlkx
Colin Malcolm both won
Iheir singles matches as well.
—fwm staff reports

— Sherman Dillard
men's basketball coach

55
the weight."
The game was tied 12
times, and neither team had
larger than a six-point lead
during the contest.
JMU received solid performances from senior poUtf
guard Chris Williams, junior
guard Daniel Freeman and
freshman guard Ray Barbosa,
all of whom chipped in with
nine points apiece.
The Dukes will take on The
College of William or Mary in
a CAA game at 7 p.m.
Wednesday in Williamsburg.

Delaware 63, JMU 61
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Sophomore David Cooper gets
ready to shoot a free throw
during the first half of the
Dukes' loss Saturday.
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Freshman forward Lesley Dickinson runs her defender off a scream set by sophomore center
Dense Dobbins In JMU's loss to Virginia Commonwealth University Thursday at home.

t DUKES: Young team loses again
DUKES, from pagt 13
12 points in the second half.
In three of those last four
games, JMU lost leads of 10
points to the College of
William 44: Mary, 11 points to
the University of North
Carolina-Wilmington and 11
points to VCU. The other loss
during that stretch was a 4837 home loss to Hofstra
University, in which the
Dukes shot a dismal 9.7 percent in the first half. JMU
also set a school record low
for worst overall field goal
accuracy (19 percent).
"We are not as confident as
we were two weeks ago,"
Brooks said.
He also questioned his
team's chemistry, saying that
the team isn't gelling as it did
two weeks ago.
Against VCU, the Dukes
dominated the Rams early by
going inside. However, once
VCU closed the doors inside,
JMU could not find its range
from the perimeter.
VCU's defense shut down
JMU's shooters, something
Rams coach Beth Cunningham
said was her team's focus.
"We knew that is where a
lot of their points were coming

-66Maybe we are not
taking as giant steps
as they did earlier in
the season.
— Kenny Brooks
women's basketball coach

-95
from — from [freshman forward Lesley] Dickinson and
some of their other shooters,"
Cunningham said.
Meanwhile. VCU's Cyndy
Wilks led a barrage of threepoint shots that allowed the
Rams to take the lead for good.
Dickinson said the Dukes
did a good job of raising the
intensity early, but not in the
second half.
"We had some mental
lapses, defensive lapses and
not taking care of the ball,"
Dickinson said. "1 don't
think we did too good of a
job sustaining the intensity.
In the end, I think we
brought it up a little bit, but
it was too little, too late.

"I think we really need to
work on being consistent with
the intensity the whole way
through." she added.
Brooks said he doesn't
think his team is regressing
from earlier in the season.
"Maybe we are not taking
as giant steps as they did earlier in the season," he said
The Dukes' thin n>ster is
one of the problems, according
to Brooks. Red-shirt junior
guard Mary Beth Culbertson
has been out of the Dukes' lineup since ]an. 19.
"There is no doubt that we
miss Mary Beth," Bnxiks said.
"She was playing the best basketball of her career."
Red-shirt senior guard
Jody LeRose just returned to
the lineup Jan. 22 against
UNC-W for the first time since
early in me month. Against
the University of Delaware
Sunday, she scored a careerhigh 20 points in the win.
JMU has slipped into ninth
place in the Cokmial Athletic
Association with a 3-6 record in
ccinference play. Yet, the Dukes
think they have a chance in the
CAA Tournament.
"Our record doesn't reflect
how good of a team we are,"
Dickinson said last week.

Seniors:
Veterans
play well,
fall short
SErVKNtt, from i»ge 13
After such a strong performance against a solid backcourt, JMU's guards proved
they can play with anyone
within the conference.
University of Delaware
coach Dave Henderson
and
Slattery heavily
praised JMU's backcourt
intensity and toughness
throughout the night, and
recognized JMU as the
most physically tough
team Delaware has played
this season.
But, the Dukes aren't
looking to hang with teams
— they need to win games.
The College of William &
Mary poses JMU's next
opportunity.

Now Hiring
• Ads Manager

Ad Executive

application due Feb. 6

application due Feb. I '■

Ad Desi^ners
application due Feb. I '>

'•' Vnthom Sivgei Hall, MSI
p

M.irriM>n u

--!.,, ...... (| K4 .

•mgjil&Wz&lij

Classified Adsy
Manager
application due I cl< 11

A
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LASSIFIEDS
ftoam Availabt* f«r SaMaa««
Siwtins March 15th. Ntrt to JMO
on Maaon Stmtt Fraa watar/ua
S275/month Call 540421-6960.
Apartment l«( R«M Hunters
RK)(O Condo. 2 bads 2 baths.
J350/person/month. Apaitmant
1330 C. for yaw August 1. 2004 to
July 31. 2005 Contact John
LWSJj**n. 540 22002*4

sras

.__ • 3 bedrooms,
Mht, feaaj tfaak Imam**,
■hort walk to campus $250 each.
available m Au|ust Call 433-2221
Urga Os« •mmtatm AaartaaanV:
Good location, close, available
no*). *380. Call 433-1669.
. -11/2 bath*.
awmg distance. W/D. GO. D/W
S'UO. c B360444
Nags Head ■ Student Summer
Rentals, seabreererealty com lor
picturaje. 1252 255*328.
Hooaaa AvaHaMa let Heat - NeM
year, all close to JMU Call
433-2126
ThM« or Pour Bedroom Housa
For Rant
Close to campus, washer and
dryer included June to June
teat* $300 per month for three
renter*. $250 per month for toui
renters Call 4330380
Urge 3 Baakaom Condo ■ Shaded
deck. $220 each. August, call
4332221
frt Frt •My If*
• Nice.
areas.
E.
Elizabeth.
'. three and four bedrooms
parking, yard. W/D, smokers and
pets welcome. June 1, 'or details
call S7&9947
ouiet

Maaeenutten 2 bedroom 1 bath.
m imokef. Pet okay with dapou.
water/sewer paid. $600.00 per
month. Available May 1 Call 540
710-6194 (home) or 540 220
3397 (ceil)
1-bedroom wnn sitting room or 2nd
bedroom $465 per month plus
$33 per person for utilities.
Storage, exercise equipment,
*trek»as internet. 12-month lease
starting 6/1/2004. available now
month to month until 6/1/04 Cell
5740101

* 1 large room with
bath. Ngh caMngB large windows
Located across from Dave's.
Taverna downtown $350 mo./dep.
No lease required. Call 4337325
3 Be.
i TmiMi
Main Street, Lease August.
$195.00. Call 540 5780510

Earn $6,000 HueM
Appry for conference assistant
positions at Taylor 233 by
February 13tH
Work May 10th to August 15th
Erne* awwuftvunuaeu far

Help Warned Camp Takajo for boys.
Naples, Maine; Trtpp Lake Camp for
girls, Poland. Maine. Noted for
picturesque lakefront locations and
exceptional facilities. Mid June
through mid-August. Over 100
counselor positions In tennis,
baseball, basketball, soccer,
lacrosse, golf, flag football, roller
hockey, field hockey, swimming,
sailing, water skiing. gymnasKs.
dance, horseback ndkig. archery.
weight training, newspaper.
photography, video, woodworking.
ceramics/pottery, crafts, fine arts.
saver jewelry, copper enamel, nature
study, radio/electronic 5. theater,
costumer. piano accompanist, muse
Instrumentalist, backpacking, rock
eiimhmg. canoeing/kayaking, ropes
course, secretarial, nanny Call
Takajo at l«0O25O8252. Can Tnpp
Lake at 1*009974347. Or appry
on-line at www.tBkajo.eom or
www.fnppfakecamp.com.

YOUR AD HERE

PLACEA
CLASSIFIED AD IN
THE BREEZE!

1SS9 Honda CMa OX Automatic.
•Ir. 84,000 milea. $6,000. Call
2807974

All classified ads must be
Mihmitted in writing \>m may tmail your ad in

Henda Wotor gcaeter Only 420
ntraas, new $2,200.00, wii sen for
$1,200. Will store over summer no
charge Call 8332822

ihe_brecrcef JOTIU edu. Adi muu
be paid in advance by cash, check,
VISA or MasterCard All ads arc
subject u» Hrec/e appnivaJ

( all 56K-6I27 today!
Warireeaee Needed - Apply at Jess
Lunch ai. Hiring for all shifts.
Freshman, sophomores and juniors

*«■

, m.
Part time
gymnastics Instructors for Monday
and Wednesday afternoons.
HarnsonOurg Parks & Recreation
CaH 4339168
Earn $10 $125 for surveys Earn
$26 250 for focus groups. Visit
wwwcJ5Mstudenfs.com/bnjrve
Haaay For 2 infanta needed. Mutt
have experience, beginning May.
Send references and resume to
2505 6 Evelyn Byrd Avt.
Hamsonburg. VA 22801

Want a chanc* to
work wtth tfve coolest
kids on campus?!

NOTICE

Apply for a position at The

liv more information and anituiKt

Breeze, JMU's award

K

:;> H.^irggajaj

"..VK

hutinos ortportunitiev contact the

photographers, and editors!

Belter Business Burcnu. Inc
I-WMI-5.V1-5501

(all fo«-* 127 far more
I n fnr m a lion:

Fraternities

Sororities

Clubs -Student Groups
Earn $1,000 $2,000 this
semester wtth a proven
CampusFundraiser 3 hour
fundraising event. Our free
programs make fundraising
easy with no risks. Fund-raising
dates are filling auckiy. so get
with the program' It works.

2 »c lamsenlte Luggage gal
1 large rolling check thru and
matching carryon duffle. $50 00
Great for spring break' Call
S8HV7H

Contact CampueFundraiser at
1(888)923 3238. or vt.lt
www: campusAaidraraer. com

www.sunsplashtours.com

1.800.426.7710
Bahama* Spring Break Party
Cnatee • Five days from $279. Party
with Real World Paris celebrities
at eiciusive cast parties. Great
beaches and nightlife Includes
meals port/hotel taies Call
18008786386.
www. SonnffiVeM Jravel.oom.

Only $15 ta run your
"For Sale" ad far the entire
semester ar until
your Item sells

This offer is good now through
April 29 and only applies to
advensang in the Tor Sale"
section Ads must be 20 words
or km Offer appUes to individual
items only 'Retail stores and
buasnearcs do not qualify foe the
special offer All ads are subject
to fVewr approval

Orthodox Christian
Students:

1-800-648-4849
www.stttravcl.com
Spring eVeak Panama CNy $1M
7 nights, 6 free parties, free
covers. 9 day spring break
Bahamas Cruise $279 Cancun.
Jamaica, Nasseu $529 Daytona
$199 Call 1 800678-6386
www. SpringOn-a* liwt9l.com

•1 Sprtrag greek VaeatteWCancun. Jamaica. Acapuico.
Bahamas, and Florida. Best parties,
best hotels, best prices. Group
discounts, organuers travel free.
Space is limited, book now and
savel Call 1800-234 7007
www Erxfics s Summer rows com

■ MuMM:!
.iJ:ll'[r|:l:lfV"

DCNT MBS OUT ON TUB
GREAT DEAL!
CaJ] 56S-6127 for more
uVcnnejflon

#1 Spring greak Vaeatlens Cancun, Jamaica. Acapuico,
Bahamas, and Florida Bast
parties, best hotels, best prices.
Group discounts, organisers travel
free. Space is limited, book now
and savel Call 1 800 2347007
v.£no1ese$urnrnerTours c

AN Orthodox Chnstian Students
at JMU are invited to an evening
of fellowship on Wednesday.
February 4th at 7*00 p.m. at the
home of Professor Lee Congdon
146 L Laurel Street.
HarnsonOurg).
Thai wli be an opportunity to
become acquainted with other
Or thodoi students at JMU and to
discuss the possibility of
reactivating the JMU chapter of
the Orthodox Cnnsuan
Fellowship
For directions or more
information, please contact
Professor Congdon at
OTngdowiasjmu.edu or call
434-2121.

CONflUUD JMU fUfirfTS
NIU11 ItACH (II1

U1IIMM

(OUKTn

>'.'*■.

PERSONALS

Nude Medals For art classes
$9 OO/hr No e«penence neoeeeary
Part-time work. For classes that
meet the following times T/Th
10:45- 2.19pm. CaH Enn. 4334043
or e-mail /uiimalerneTjmu.eoV M/W
10:45 - 2:19 pm or for more
information about modeling, call
Sarah. 436-2334 or e-mail
SaraAOoyfaeyrioernen com

SEND \ \ M.rMINr 1(1

1800 234 700 7
BBdiMj «iata

winning newspaper! We are
looking for writers,

•ewaaaai aae frorksa

SPRING BREAK'04

(whichever comes first)!
I CaHfonrfters.com
helps babysitters find Jobs while
maintaining online privacy
Register online today

SERVICES

fc» »■■*!>

r • 98.000 mites.
new tires, good condition Must sell
by June! $2,000 or best offer. Call
Lauren at 574-2338.

S*00 lor hru 10 words
$2.00 each add'I 10 words
Block ada are SlO/inch

He* Wanted - Seeking baDysittar In
my home for 16 month little girl. 34
days per week Early childhood
education
majors
desired.
Ceiteranoaa required. Cad 4221119.

■v. .i

hhl'ViH-M,1

- Needed (or residential
•ummer program at UVA for gifted
students m grade* 5-11 Dates of
employment 6/20 8/7/04 For
information and application call
434934-3182. AppJcation deadline
3/10/04. EEO/AA

Local full service agency, close
to JMU campus Professional
Caring - 28 years m the business
(540) 442 1111
1987 Port Republic Read

■W1 Airport Rides From JMU for
Spnng Break! JMU campus ckrecth?
to 8WI Airport or Amtrak. Visit
www coitegetrensrt com for details.
Spring Break . Beach and Sk> trips
on sale now. Call 1800-SUNCHASE
today or visit www.sunchase.com.

HM K SKOAL
SOMEONE!
Don't let your crush gel na*tUat
The Breeze Per—nil. to xtm* you
care'

Spring Break Free parties, best
hotels, lowest prices! call 1800
9858789. mmM90kantmel.com-

Valenune ad» will be puMiihcd oa
Ich vihand i:ih
Hi» OKI US, fin DM mill
(all «NW.ir for more Info.

APPLY TO BE THE CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING MANAGER FOR The Breezel
Flexible hours and great experience!!
The classified advertising manager is responsible lor laying out the classilied sec-inn ol the newspaper
using Quark XPress. as well was inputting classifieds on The Breeze Web site In addition, they
will be be in charge of promoting classifieds advertisement sales, generating new clients and working
with a deadline This position requires approximately 10 hours per week and is a paid salary

Submit your resume by Feb. 13 to Anthony Seeger Hall.
Contact Lauren Kinelski lor more information. x8-61?7

LISTEN

TO ANT CD BEFORE
TOU BUT IT!

GET THE
MUSIC YOU
REALLY
WANT!

CONTROL
) \
CELLULITE
X

Af

MEW 1 USED CDs • IPi VINYl • CASSETTES
DVD • VHS • IOOKS • CASH fOR YOUR MUSIC!

\AtSV I IK ll< s

iL

andCeUnUlc

10% OFF
Grand Opening Specials

\

434-9999
KROGER SHOPPING CTR
1790-96 E. Market Si.

WHAT A RECORD
STORE SHOULD BE!

*P
\

101111 ■■!■ Ull—III
ii ii ih.- iuiM-niiniiiii'iiv>Hi.in-iui u..in,in

Ik' I ii-,1 .mil I lnl> IDA ■■(•!

TrSrow out a(( your preconceptions.'
Coiv,e (earn afroot Afrfca
arid experience ?+ at if* finer*.'
African Student Organization
Interest Meeting
Thursday, February 5
6:45-7:45pm
Maury205

I I . Hi.In. Hi.lurtii.il 11

Wondering what to do after graduation?
Have you ever thought about making a difference?
Come hear from numerous organizations that
provide full-time senice opportunities.'
The Peace Corps, Americorps, & Jesuit Volunteer Corps are
just a few of the organizations that will be there!

I

Sponsored by:
Community Sen-ice Learning <S Catholic Campus Ministry

Please direct all inquiries to: G wen Louden-Gerber
loudengm(s>jmu.edu Campus phone: 8-3461

|„ hi ih. I .S.I la ll<n- in I In

Inn ,.:

AAACONDOS
CARIBBEAN RESTAURANT
, , 43 Linda Lane, next to Lowe's

540 432 0851

Tuesday Night = Student Night present student ID and recieve *50% off your meal!
'does not include <pirtti. ■

j Homemade Caribbean Cuisine
with a Touch of Spain!
CLOSED MONDAY

position
yourself
for the

James Madison University's Annual

SERVICE FAIR
February 9tK
llam-3pm
^ Transitions -

-.,»«...-»,»
.
.>40.4.I4.>{HH(>

FUTURE
Consider La Salle University's
Full-time MBA Program.
Our AACSB-accredited Full-elm* MBA Program features opportunities to:
• Gain communication, technical, and quantitative skills
• Attend classes with a diverse and international group of students
• Study abroad for one semester or participate in international travel seminars to
Europe and the Pacific Rim
• Participate in workshops and professional development modules to enhance
international business etiquette skills and knowledge of American corporate culture
• Take advantage of the cultural, historical and professional highlights of Philadelphia
All at a very reasonable tuition
For more Information,
vltlt www.lasalle.edu/ftmba
or call 8i8-578-7480

\.m\L.
www.lasalle.edu/MBA
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2jfGj/CEAT WOK
& Saturday

LIVERED
YOUR DOOR
FREE!
Opening,
ung Hours
Closing Hours
W^A
Mon - Fri 11 AM
Mon - Thurs 1 AM
Sat & Sun 12 noon Fri - Sun 3 AM
Spring Special

All our burrltos start with ctlantro lime rtct
and your chotc* of black or pinto beans (no
biant on Fajtta Burritos). topped off with
your choice of salsa and chttst or sour crtam.
MMITOS
Matfa 10 otdtrjnU Mew row :ir< it. »irk onl> fh* flnon.
frWkaOf IHfneltMII

223 Burgess Rd.
Harrisonburg, Va, 228012

T*it«ar cklctaa lulnaMrf m oaf looclol odoko loioo*

mnifilHifm*

Spring Special

toon ooof a.oi*of*a" m *nr isocial MMi

l^TKfEE'^PREEl
i
i
|

Wonton Soup
Or
Crisp Spring "Koff

A rllamro Haw net, oMEtJsteli ana' keen fcomralOMxamrij.
PoJNa CUMII• k»n.
Grill** c^lchon or tfiok tweet ••* amen*
• •>** Mil ffiMn (no k*an.J

I With »ny purchase ovtr $10 ' With any purchase over $201

LMnnOraiWP'm ' ri^^rr* I Conveniently located In the
M* «•) Mj« ertMffl tf>« jnV w»»n
owing N« MM Mti any oftwonr | aioonng Not «M awi ny wnw on*
HARRISONBURG CROSSING
Shopping Center, across from

I

QOOIA IIONATUM iUMITOS
OriaiHOl fla.cn
MM >o oral*-

Make it a TAeaCl

as^oaTi**ji»**| ■^■^■^■•'""^saw ^P*/**** i^WV sT»"a"»"«F

PMMtfM

OO(L<IX!)DXOII.<

)OK

won't find eajm-ftero alM. oil

fiMwi Pom owrtta
M|
¥a-ftoffrf |nlM Ettcfttt bttt m MUM rWioaee of
roasraa* sokleao aoooon eilo-ifo almond* aod erai fit
OiUUtt
0»sa kW"H*
|«
Ovr iittr*dik'i ) r*i«M* OK«K> a-naioo' »p »(1H
fjgft,
mentis i*d filled cMciai *» Wool
I 71

$5-75

meal comes with:
Spring roll
choose from hot and sour soup,
egg drop soup, and wonton soup
1 ntru choose ANY item from our menu
Chinese mini sugar donuts
'Signature dishes serves with plain tried
rice.
"Lo Meln Noodles $.60 extra.
'Specialty friend rice or Lo Meln Noodles
$1.50 extra

■i**J
lot

NeUoftarrit*
"*nffr fort* to flufara'* Ordar an* a aw* oerrt'o torvad '«
o kowl wiiH on offioool lemiia oo rko .i-t*

THI BI8T INTOWNf^PAIT FREE DILIVIRY the New Wal-Mart!

Try our combination ffdxi

owe'

toaa oronao' nrfota **e.on*d -n* a*fWa»ie
Maaicoa loir*.

Chicken Wings (8) i
Or
I
CraS 'Rangoons (6) \

*

«»ICOI

#Ttn«o' fr*«k

MolMtao! tmV.it ekttktn te>**i wtrk ov rW* •■!
bi|*it> toicj Moll Mac* <>»o"»*tic».f *■»©* le>")

General Tso's Chicken
Sesame Chicken
Orange Peel Shrimp
Chicken with Brocoll
Spicy Hunan Beef
Garlic Explosion Shrimp
Pork Friend Rice
Shrimp Lo Meln
Mongolia Beef
And Much Much More....

F.)H. RMMIW
tX:.*d ekirtan or itiol. rao eeion. end kail
praam arrri »ifk oar 1010 laofkoro loan
(wo ■MM)

|uat
f,7|

MM VttotaUa ■urrlt*
Me*f*ai*l frlli**; iMcckint loalltooi *M»f*il
an* ikooi rti fapoori wiill rico a*4 koooa

it*

Manaoiaa e**f «.©»-roosted to fiad tr o*rf*ctiii
Mfk oar oavo kUaa* o'"o«,m*«*i laoaoainfr

We ct7ter. Ca// M5 for your next party!

FLEX ACCEPTED!

•^

^

Caribbean Tan
GRAND OPENING SPECIALS
Specials good at both locations.

Hoping to have second location open Thursday, Feb. 5 in Harrisonburg Crossing

,-_
■ CarifipJ^ji Tan

Carib^in Tan

■ CariB^nTan

Caribbean Tan

Tan for the
rest of 2004

I Tan for 90 days

Tan till
Spring Break

'T*

3 Tans $10
I Includes Super B«da
Limit one per customer.
■ Coupon can only be used once.

$150

Limit one per customer.
Coupon can only be used once.

Bonus this Feb.,
I FREE bottle
of lotion*

$90

$40

Limit one per customer.
■ Coupon can only be used once.

Limit one per customer.
I Coupon can only be used once.

* 7 types of lotion to choose front: High Maintenance, Hi Polar, Neurotic, Drama Queen, Exotica, Bombshell, Swedish Beauty Dsre

Accepting FLEX
a

•

Located in the Food Lion Shopping Center
next to Little Caesar's Pizza

J

,<

v

433 - 9989

Open Monday-Friday 10-10, Saturday 10-8, Sunday 12-8
:

I

*

>;

a

